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Herb the question is clcerly of the same logical nature as the queries:

"Do butterflies feel?" "Do fishworms, when put on the hook, feel pain?"

"Do plants have feelings?" "Do human embryos, four months old, have

any direct experience?" I shall try to clarify the nature of these ques'

tions in the following subsection. For the moment it must suffice to

point out that here we have to do with the distinction between "men-

tal" (in the sense of sentience) and physicall. lntelligence, in contrast

to sentience, is clearly definable in physicall terms. But as to whether

sentience is so definable is perhaps the central perplexity among the

mind-body puzzles.

But now to complete our analysis of the meanings of "physical": 'We

have distinguished "physicall" and "physicalr". By "physicalr terms" I
mean all (empirical) terms whose specification of meaning essentially

involves logical (necessary or, more usually, probabilistic) connections

with the intersubjective observation language, as well as the terms of
this observation language itself. Theoretical concepts in physics, biology,

psychology, and the social sciences hence are all-at least-physicall con-

cepts. By "physical2" I mean the kind of theoretical concepts (and

statements) which are sufficient for the explanation, i.e., the deductive

or probabilistic derivation, of the observation statements regarding the
inorganic (lifeless) domain of nature. If my conjecture (discussed above)

is correct, then the scopes of theoretical "physicall" and "physical2"

terms are the same. If, however, there is genuine emergence, i.e., logical

underivability, in the domains of organic, mental, andfor social phe'

nomena, then the scope of "physical2" terms is clearly narrower than

that of "physicall" theoretical terms.

Within the category of "physicall" terms, it is clearly important to
distinguish observation terms from theoretical terms; and among the
latter several levels may methodologically, if not logically, be distin-
guished. For example, the concepts of classical thermodynamics form
one level, and the concepts of statistical or molecular mechanics (in
terms of which those of thermodynamics, with certain modifications,

appealed to |ames' own principle of pragmatism (derived from Peirce's meaning
criterion which anticipated the essentially equivalent later operationist and logical-
positivist formulations of the criterion). But E. A. Singer in turn was incisively criti-
cized by D. S. Miller (224), who many yea$ later (226) attacked on the same
grounds the much more subtle linguistic behaviorism otpounded in Gilbert Ryle's
The Concept ol Mind.
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can be defined) form a "higher" level. The concepts of molar behavior

theory are relaied analogously to those of the higher level of neuroPhysi'

ology; and so on muta--tis mutandis, throughout the various fields of

scientific theories.

W; conclude that to say "x is physical" is highly ambiguous' The{fl'S

is first the obvious distinction between the physical languages (physicanfr*X

language designators) and physical obiects (physical language desig- 
,

nrtl;.-rnis distinction carries ihrough the two further distinctions aryf .,

does not, for our PurPoses, require elaborate discussion' To illustrate'"1

an electromagnetic field, just as the planet fupiter, are dcsignata of

physical language terms.

call

Fe'igl, 1i0; Sellars. 315), but as specified by postulatet if ,b] _::]::-
ffi.rr." rffitng them to the terms of the observation language'

And, to restate this in difterent words, if there is no genuine eme-rgence

in the logical sense above the level of lifeless phenomena, then there is

no basic distinction between the theoretical terms of the physicall and

physicalz languages. That is to say that the theoretical terms of biology

,ri psyct ology are explicitly deinable on the basis of the theoretical

"orr""pt, 
of'piiysics i, th" rr*e sense as the theoretical terms of chem-

istry ie.g., the themical bond) are nowadays explicitly definable on the

basl of-the theoretical terms of the physical2 language (i'd'' of the

ffiestion is, at the present level of scientific re-

,.rr"h, undecided, though my personal (admittedly bold and- risky)
(irestion is,

gu"r, i, that future scientific ptogres will decide it affirmatively' We

[orr, ,o* to a discussion of the fiist question primarily, but occasional

remarks about the second question will also be ventured'

B.ThelnfercncetootherMinds.Behaviorismandphenomenalism
display interesting similarities as well as fundamental differences. Ac'

.orai.rg to logicai behaviorism, the concepts of mental states' disposi'
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Theor*icalterms are here conceived as not

ffi basis of observation terms (cf. Canap, f$

atomic and quantum theories).
The central questions of the mind'body problem then come down to

this:
dqta or phenomenal
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tions, and events are logical constructiors based on (physicalr) charac'

terizations of behavior."According to the-more "tt"l 
formulations of

physicalism (Feigl, rri, iii; Ct'lap'73; Sellars' 315) the "logical con'

struction" thesis is t#tqtJ;"d'has to be replaced by an analysis in

I te?ms of postulates and correspondence rules.'Sery ti*p1, and very

if;L-il:,f,,"J*ir"J1ne maierial mode of sp-ch-that for physical'

isrnmentalrt"t.rrr"irrr.r.ntial("illata,"cf'Reichenbach'273)'coa'

,tTr*:;;ffi.l1t#*ffi :r'iil':nff ?fi;ffil:ffij:"eqltfil
and events .re togi.J *"t'ottio"' tased ot' concepts designating the

ohenomena "f 
i**;;;;""t.pltrt"tAAnd in the 'rrevised" version of

lffit#r;;;':; ;;"oi"av '"a;'ti" 
epistemorogv based on phe'

nomenal data, a ooctrinE which should not Le called 
iphenomenalism"

*at all, the concepts oiff'ytitd obiects.are inferential ("hypothetical con'
*r-Eir.,Jl-"illata'i). goi ti,i, doctiine is in many of its tenets. consonll]

with classical critical realism (von Hartm"n'' KiilP"' Schlick' I -Y'
;;ii;';;t. Dr.ke, c. a. stt"g, I' B' Pratt' A' O' Loveiov' G' Santa'

yana). In contradisti.,.tio" toi'itical realism' there is the earlier doc'

trine of neutral *orirrn dtueloped by the neorealists' especially E' B'

Holt an. Bertrand nurr.ir (beiore his later critical rearism), and_ his'

torically rooted * ,f,"'fotiti\'iJt ':1::niriocriticism 
of Hume' Mill'

Mach, and Avenariur. io"tn (284' 257)-was the primary influence in

Carnap's early epistem"i"gy iO0, Oil; liathis 
sort of neutral monism

was also adopted i" P;;f"%ty ;r'ilotopt'ita.remarks of some psycholo'

giru fik" n. b. foman (336i,-C' C' Pratt (260)' and others-

The distinctir. *"rt oi 
"toit"t 

monism is a conception of the'given"

*hih is (l) subiectless, i'e', it does n$.allow for the use of the per'

sonal pronoun "I"; ,"J 12; 
'i' ""tot"f i1 ,ttre 

sense that the given is

characterizabl" ,, ,"rrir, l'mental" nor "phvsical'" It maintains that

both mentalistic conffi iir'l-"""t"pts of pslchol.ogv). TlPlvj::l
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we have been at Pains to exPlicate'
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."r".pit tif,ose of phy'sit'j "" logically constituted out of the more

basic concepts designati'; rieutral a"ata'.isychology and physi.cs are here

understood es more J;;-;yJt;atic knowtedge uottr on the level of

commonlife,andonthemoreadvancedlevelofscience'Disregarding
some technical logical quJion', the data upon which the construction

is based turn out to be'items of immediate exoerience (sentience) and

are thus "mental" after all, in one of the two se"s"s of imental" which

tHE "MENTAL" aND THE "PHYSTCAL"

This is not the place to review the many arguments * wtrich have

been advanced in the '"fot"io" 
of phenomenalism' Ua11.enif&en9|qg;l

. i ,"rn"in unimPressed with the

had in'lqind. And I believe

ffi;,i"i.-u,,,y tr.,'i'e. t. kind or iiahs'

letability which Craig',;l;"; 'il'ws 
ftr t:":l"t-:i'l:* ::i:',:1

;J:;:l,IJil;#;i",1* ,.,,," or au conceivable evidential (confirm-

lng) statements, but *i i" if" sense of the factual refercnce of the

fo"t'trtrt.t (and, hence, of the theorems)'

Mutatis mutandis, it is now realized i" *"'y ptri-t9.s.oltri;at. ":d fy'
.hil;;i qoarters t tt'ai tt'e thesis of the translatability of statements

Ebout mental states 1i"-pt"no*"nal language) into-statements about

peripheral behavior 1i" ittttiptive' not it'"o''"ii"'t physicall language)

inust also be rePudiated'

r With this firmly established orientation' the inference of sentience

(Hw feels) in other ";;it*;;tt*' 
p'i*" facie restored to its original

form as an argument t?o* 
'n'togy' 

I iave no doubt that analogy is the

€lcential criterion r" iit-ttttipiion of sentience' But a closer look at

the logic of the inf"""tt *iU'p'out worthwhile' The inference from

pcripheral behavior to central Processes'. verv much like the inference

from skulls to brains contained in them' is iniersubiectively-confirmable'

enrl this in the sense il'it i"a"ptndent intersubiective gvidgnce. for the

ffi; ir,.r" .o*rr;;;is in principle available. |ust this is, of course,

[rufim#ru&tur*ru**m*
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not the case for the conclusions regarding mental states' if by mental

stetr*{*cnticneqdew feels) one means something that is not identi'
"nffi'"J"rryri.itry l.hr.ule in physicalr terms) with either overt-

bdgliorol-ou-cor$ral'nlural states or Processes'* If' contrary to the

suggffteil,ori€ntation, such identifications could be made' i'e'' if explicit

defuiiiem..could plausibly be given as an analvsis of the meaning of '

p[,gnomeaal"tetrns, tt'*'i"atJa no analogical inferences would be re'

qrdlpd*Nevertheless, "on'iJt'"tio"s 
of a=nalogy would be suggestive'

though never decisive, for the terminological conventions according to

which we apply or "i';i; it"* "pprvi"g}*:-TTlterms 
to the be'

Hcrbert Feigl

frr"iorof"rri*atsandplants(letalone-lifelessthings)'

,lausible

to be acceptable to the current scientific Jutlook (cf' section II' above) '

And epipheno*.""fi,* '1to 
has generally been considered obiection-

able because it denies^ift"-t""t'f iffit"ty'of raw feels; and because it

introduces peculiar lawlike relations between cerebral events and mental

events. These correlrti"tit* "e 
utterly difierent from any other--laws

of (physical2) science in that, first, they are nomological "danglers"' i'e"

relations which conne.i- irl""rti".tivJly confi rmable events with events

which ex hypothesi ,,. i" fti"tiple "oi 
intersubiectively and independ-

ently confirmrut". Ht"te, t'it fi"t""t" -or 
absence of phenomenal data

is not a difterence thai could clnceivably make a difierence in the con-

;;;t physiceltobser vartional evidence' i'e'' in the publicly observ-

able behavior, or for that matter in the neural proceses observed or

inferred by the ,r""'opf'ytiofogists' Anil second' these correlation laws

would, unlike other .i"Lt"ioi laws in the natural sciences' be (again

ex hypothesi) absolutely-o"aoi"Ut" liT tht premises of even the

most inclusiv. ,r,a 
"r,rlt 

ed set of postulates of any future theoretical

physics or biologY.

ffi#ffifJn that after a period of-lcoyiescel':.*t:l "I'li:l':;
enalism during the lasi;;;*ty (T'H'Hoxley' et al')' the behaviorist

^ff 'il:il1,-ilJJ,tilTi:fi :';'*Lit3lri",:fi ;3,:l,EHit'xl4l{I;*i

LT1;:{*fihtll*ffi dff txgtifl :+Hil,:.,'{'i-"*)#$r$il,iiii
Mettoi lzzr;.

x*i**"x.,ltf fi :iia;Sff "".""*'i":;,Uril'":*,:i,::,'{l?? j#*il$
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movement in psychology took hold' and exercised an unpreccdcntcd

influence in so many ql't""' Behaviorists' in their way' repressed thc

oroblem in that tf'"y'Jitt'o-aenied the existence 9f 1t* 
feels (mate'

ffifi,;;;r*.,";y defined them in physicalr-observation terms

(logical behaviorism)t;i ;;;';'i"tti"ta th"i tt'e subiect matter of

scientific and experimental isychol9ry tt' be nothing but behavior

( m ethod olo gi..t U"t'"uio'i'* j 

" 

*f itft ieaves the existenc-e 
:-1^:::' "*'t

an open question, but as of no relevance to science' Our previous dis-

cussions have, I t'*t,;;'ly indicated that behaviorism in the first

sense is absurdly fd'"; ; ;; 
'"to"a 

sense it is inadequate as a logical

analysis of the *t""ittf oi ff'"i:i*il terms; and in the third sense'

it is an admittedly t"i'tf'f but limited Program of research' but it en-

tails no concrusion u;;;;rr r.**nt to.ihe central philosophical.issue'

The repuiliation oi railical behaviorism and of logical behaviorism

entails the acceptan; J;;" sort of parallelistic doctrine' Recent argu-

ments for this positioJ;;;;;t*" facie hishlv persuasive' The basic

point is simply ttrat eacfr of os k"o*' his oit' 't't"t 
of immediate ex'

perience by acquaintalt"' '"Jintt 
by analogical reasoning *-",:1 t"t"t

similar, though """;;;;y 
inspectable'."ltt' of experience in-others'

Direct inspection or'i." *;"*r states of others is now generally con'

sidered a logicalt*P";i1i;' r'o' o'*pte' the subiunctive conditional'

"If I were you, I would experience your pain"' is not merely counter-

factual, but counter-logit'f i' that ihe antecedent of the conditional

involves ,., ootrigt'i'1ffi#;;;:rr'" 'it 
of plausibilitv of the men-

tioned subiunctive ""'i*t"'i 
aerives from tnti"ty other' quite legiti'

mate tyPes "f 
,"bi;;i;e conditional'1,'lth as "Ii I had a broken leg

(as you ilo), LnJil;J;;i;;;' o'..'fl I had (some traits or) vour

personality, o,tt"'r?"o"i;il;; me'" lhe 
loeicai srammar of personal

proper names (or P;;;;;":' however i' *tt'"ttt't-it is downright self-

contradictory a *; ji;; reasonably constructed and interpreted lan-

o,,roe) that Smithl'\;;;t;or that i '* 
yoo' The Mont Blanc cannot

i"rZ"itrUfv be identical with N{t' Everest!

Indirect "'int"iio' 

-o' 
confirmation of statements regarding the

mental states of other persons is however clearly possible once we have

established f'*' '"g"'ai; 
th" "o""lttion 

of titt o't with the I's for

our own .t"' A"d"i'-*! tt'u" pointed out' these laws could in prin'

* By Pap (243); Hampshire (l4l); Watling (341); Ayer (18)'
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ciple be most directly established with the help of an autocerebroscoPc.

On the level of common life, of course, the correlations between neurel

and mental states are totally unknown. But a great many behavioral

indicators are constantly being used in the (probabilistic) ascription of
mental states. Logical analysis (Carnap, 73; Scriven, 306; Feyerabend,

ll9; Watling,3l2;Feigl,I10, lll, 112, 114) has, I think, quite con'

vincingly demonstrated the need for distinguishing the evidential bases

from the factual reference of concepts and statements. The behavioral

indicators serve as evidential bases for the ascription of mental states.

Only the person who experiences the mental state can directly verify
its occurrence. But there is no reason whatever to assume that when

A reports his mental state, and B talks about it on the basis of be'

havioral evidence (or, if this is feasible, on the basis of neurophysio'

logical evidence), that what they are talking about is not the very same

mental state. This is indeed the way in which ordinary communication
is understood. For example, if the doctor tells me a moment before

lancing my abscess, "This will hurt," it is I who can directly verify this
prediction. Moreover, most of us have learned from childhood on how

to conceal our thoughts, feelings, sentiments, how to dissimulate, play'

act, etc. And so we can justifiably say th4t behavioral symptoms do not
rcliably indicate mental states. In the light of the basic principles of
normal induction and analogy, involving symmetry considerations, solip'
sism (with its arbitrary asymmetries) must be regarded as an absurdly

false, rather than as a meaningless doctrine.
If we had completely adequate and detailed knowledge of the neural

processes in human brains, and the knowledge of the one-one, or at

least one-many /-o correlation laws, then a description of a neural state

would be completely reliable evidence (or a genuine criterion) for the

occurrence of the corresponding mental state. If these central neural

evehts are essential intermediate links in the causal chain which con-

nects stimuli with responses, then these central states are (probabilisti.
cally) inferable from stimulus-response situations. In this respect they

have a logical status similar to the mental states as they are inferred

from behavior in everyday life, or as the basis of psychological test situa.

tions. One may therefore wonder whether two steps of inference are

really needed for a full logical reconstruction of the scientific ascription

of mental states to other persons; the first step being the one from oVert

behavior to central neural events, and the second step being the one
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from neural events to mental states. I shall return to this question in

oubsection E, where I shall discuss the arguments for and against the

identification of raw feels with the denotata of certain theoretical physi'

call (or physicaL) concePts.

c.'Th; cognitive Roles of Acquaintance. various meanings of "ac-

quaintance" 
"-"a 

or ,,knowledge by acquaintance" wete sorted out in

section IV A. Our present .orrJ.r, is wiitr the roles of acquaintance and

of knowledge by acquaintance in the enterprise of science, especially in

psychologylThl first question I wish to discuss concerns the cognitive
t'pror," i.e., the alleged advantages of knowledge by acquaintance over

knowledge by description. We may ask, for example, what does the

seeing *"an know thai the congenitally blind man could not know' Or'

to tafe two examples from Eddington (93, 94), What could a man

know about the effects of iokes if he had no sense of humor? Could

a Martian, entirely without sentiments of compassion or piety' know

about what is going on during a commemoration of the armistice? For

the sake of thi argument, wJ assume complete physical (l -or 
2) pre-

dictability and explainability of the behavior of humans equipped with

vision, a sense of humor, and sentiments of piety' The Martian could

then predict all responses, including the linguistic utterances of the

earthlings in the situations which involve their visual perceptions, their

laughter about iokes, or their (solemn) behavior at the commemora'

tioi. But ex hypothesi, the Martian would be lacking completely in the

sort of imagery and empathy which depends on familiarity (direct ac'

quaintancei with the kinds of qualia lo be imaged or empathized'

As we have pointed out before, "knowledge of," i'e'' 
-"acl-uain$n;e

with," qualia ii not a necessary condition for "knowledge about"' (or

knowledie by inference of) those qualia' A psychiatris] may know a

great d;l about extreme siates of manic euphoria or of abiect melan-

Iholi. d.pr.ssion, without ever having experienced anything anywhere

near them himself. In this case, of course, it must be admitted that

the psychiatrist can get an "idea" of these extreme conditions by imag'

inative extrapolation from the milder spells of elation or depression

which he, along with all human beings, does know by acquaintance'

But the case is difierent for observers who are congenitally deprived of

acquaintancewithanentiremodalityofdirectexperience.Thisisthe
case of the congenitally blind or deaf, or that of our fancied Martian

who has ,o .-otiom or sentiments of any kind' But I think it is also
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other physical and chemicrl chsracteristics of stars and galaxies, etc.

Intricate instruments and ingenious theoretical constructions are in.
dispensable in the case of normal (multimodal) perception as well. The
difterence between persons equipped with all normal sense organs and
the deaf-blind is only one of degree, or of the speed with which they

would, respectively, attain knowledge about the world in which they
are embedded and of which they are parts.

Similar considerations apply to the advantages held by fully equipped
persons in regard to psychological and linguistic or descriptive-semanti-
cal knowledge. If I have been trained by normal education to apply
phenomenal terms (like "red", "green", "lilac fragrance", "rose fra-

grance", "sweet", "sour", etc.) to qualia of my own direct experiencg
then I can predict much more readily the application of these terms by
other persons in the presence of certain specifiable visual, olfactory or
gustatory stimuli. But predictions of this sort are based upon analogical
inference; and they are in principle dispensablg because the discrimina-
tory and verbal behavior of other persons is open to intersubiective test.
Moreover, if we had a complete neurophysiological explanation of dis-
criminatory and verbal responses we could derive these responses from
the cerebral states which initiate them, and which, in turn were en-

gendered by sensory stimulation. Analogously, whatever reliability em-
pathetic understanding in common life, or "clinical intuition" in the
psychologist's practicg may have is ultimately to be appraised by inter-
subiective tests. But the speed with which empathy or intuition do their
work depends upon the breadth and the richness of the "experience"
of the iudge. It also depends upon his use of critical controls.

If the psychologist's personality type is radically difierent from that
of his subject, he will have to correct (often to the point of complete
reversal) his first intuitions. For example, an extremely extrovert person
will find it difficult to "understand" an extreme introvert, and vice versa.

If, however, the personalities are very similar, intuition may "click"
readily, and it may even be frequently guite correct. The role of direct
acquaintance in all these cases simply amounts to having in one's own
otperience features and regularities with which one is quite familiar,
and which are hence speedily projected and utilized in the interpreta-
tion of the behavior of other persons. I conclude that the advantages

of direct acquaintance pertain to the context of discovery (cf. Reichen-
bach,277) and not to the context of iustification. All the examples dis-
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cussed do not differ in principle from the obvious examples of persons

*iif, ;:*ia. experience" as contrasted with persons with "narrow experi'

ence," in the most ordinary meaning of these terms' Someone thoroughly

farr-,iliu with the weather iatterns of Minnesota, or with the conduct of

business in the Congr"r, oi th. United States (to take two very different

illustrations of the same point) will have the advantages of much speedier

irrf.r"r,.", and (usuallyf *oi. reliable predictions than someone who

has had no opportunity of long range observations in either case'

The philosophically intriguing questions regarding acquaintance are'

I think, of a difierent so.t. fhey "ti 
best expressed by asking' e'g'' What

is it that the blind man cannot 
-know 

concerning color qualities? what is

it that the (emotionless) Martian could not know about human feel-

ings and sentiments? If *e assu*e complete physical (i'e''.at.least

fiysicalr) predictability of human behavior, i'e', as much predictability

i, ,frt U"tfaeveloped physical science of the future could conceivably

prouia", then it is'cteai tirat the blind man or the Martian would lack

only acquaintance and knowledge by acquaintance in certain areas of

the realm of qualia. Lacking ac{uaintance means not having those ex-

p.ri.rrti*f qoalia; and the consequent lagk 9f 
knowledge by acquaintance

i*rr, amounts to being ,r,,"blt to label the qualia with terms used

fr.iio*fy by the subiect" (or by some other subiect) when confronted

with their occurrence in direct experience' Now, mere having or living

through ("erleben") is not knowledge in any sense' "Knowledge by

,.qo"lrrt.r..," however, as we underitand it here' is propositional' it

doesmaketruthclaims;andalthoughitisnotinfa]lible,itisunder
favorable circumstances so reliable ihtt *t rarely hesitate- to- call it

"certain."Itremainsinanycasetheultimateconfirmationbasisofall
knowledge claims. '/

Ir, *#y of the foregoing discussions we have suggested that what

on" p"rro" has and krolws iy acquafu,tance m4y,"be identical with what

someone else knows by description' The color experiencgl of- the man

who can see are known to him by acquaintance' but the blind man can

have inferential knowledg., o' kno*ledge by description--about those

sr*e e*peri.nces. After itt, tttit is true as regards an individual color

ffii*.. even if the othei person is endowed with eyesight. The. other

il;" does not and could not conceivably have the numerically identi-

ial experience (see p.397f above)' Why.should we then not conclude

that the behavioristic psychologist can i'triangulete" the direct crperi
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ences of others? I think that indccd he does just that if he relinquishes
the narrow peripheralist position, i.e,, if he allows himself the introduc.
tion of theoretical concepts which are only logically connected with,
but never ixplicitly definable in terms of, concepts pertaining to overt
molar behavior. These acquaintancewise possibly unknown states which
the behaviorist must introduce for the sake of a theoretical expranation
of overt behavior, and to which he (no longer a "radical" behaviorist)
refers as the central causes of the peripheral behavior synptoms and
manifestations, may well be identical with the referents of the phe-
nomenal (acquaintance) terms used by his subject in introspective de.
scriptions of his (the subject's) direct experience. As remarked before,
in ordinary communication about our respective mentar states, we make
this assumption of identity quite unquestioningly. It took a great deal
of training in philosophical doubt for learned men to cail this assump.
tion into question.

But philosophical doubt, here as elsewhere,* while stimulating in the
search for clarity, is ultimately due to conceptual confusions. we have
Iearned how to avoid these confusions, and thus to return with a good
philosophical conscience to (at least some of) the convictions of com-
monsense. we have learned that philosophical doubts, unlike ordinary
empirical doubts, cannot be removed by logicar or experimental dem-
onstration. what can be demonstrated logically is only the exploitation
of certain misleading extensions of, or deviations from, the sensible and
fruitful use of terms in ordinary or scientific language. Thus to doubt
whether we can at all have knowledge about the "private" experience
of other persons is merely the philosophical extension of the ordinary
and quite legitimate doubts that we may have in specific instances, for
example, when we ask "Is he really as disappointed as his behavior
would seem to indicate?" This is to confuse practical difficulties of
knowing with (allegedly) basic impossibilities. once one becomes fuily
aware of the disease of philosophical skepticism, it becomes possible
to cure oneself of it by a sort of self-analysis (rogicar analysis is what I
have in mind here; but in certain cases psychoanalysis may help too, or
may even be indispensable).

Granting then that the referents of acquaintance terms and physicall
theoretical terms may in some cases be identical, this does not by itself

_-^_1tlj.g..l in the..problems of induction, the trustworthiness of memory, the
vendrcaltty ot perception, etc.
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decide the issue between monism and dualism. As we have seen in the

previous subsection, the inference to other persons' raw feels can be

logicalty differentiated from the inference to their central nervous Proc'

esies. Dualistic parallelism or epiphenomenalism is entirely compatible

with the assertion of the identity of the subiectively labeled mental state

with the intersubjectively inferred state which is needed for the explana-

tion of molar behavior. The mental state is logically distinguishable from

the "correlated" neurophysiological state' Indeed (as pointed out in
section III 4), it makes no sense to talk of correlation, or in any case

not the usual sense, if the relation of "correlation" were that of identity.

We shall tackle this crucial point in the next two subsections'

Before we proceed to the discussion of identity and identification, let

US however summarize some important conclusiOnS frOm our discussion

of acquaintance. The data of direct experience function in three roles:

First, in the use of typical patterns and regularities of one person's data

for the intuitive or empathetic ascription of similar patterns and regulari-

ties of direct experience (or even of uncoriscious processes) to other

persons, these data suggest, but by themselves are never a sufficiently

itrong basis of validation for knowledge claims about the mental life

of other persons. Further clinical, experimental, or statistical studies of

the behavior of those persons are needed in order to obtain a scien'

tifically respectable degree of confirmation for such inferences. Second,

nevert'heles, and this is philosophically even more important, the first'

person data of direct experience are, in the ultimate epistemological

analysis, the confirmation basis of all types of factual knowledge claims.

rnis is simply the core of the empiricist thesis over again. Butthird, the

clata are alio obiects (targets, referents) of some knowledge claims, viz.

of those statements which concern nothing but the occurrence of raw

feels or whatever regularities (if anyt) can be formulated about raw feels

in purely phenomenal terms. For examples of the latter, I mention the

three-diminsional ordering of color qualia according to hue, brightness,

and saturation; the regularities regarding the gradual (temporal) fading

Of intense emotions like joy, rage, exultation, embarrassment, regret,

grief, etc.; the lawful correlations between, e.g., the experienced- con'

lents of daydreams and the attendant emotions of hope or fear. In all

these cases, no matter whether the raw feels are Our own Or SOmeOne

else's, they are the obiects of our knowledge claims or the referents of

certain teims in the sentences which describe them. I emphasize this
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point because recent empiricist epistemologies in their concern
the confirnation bases of our knowledge claims, and with observa

statements which fornrulate the confirming (or disconfirrning)
have tended to neglect consideration of those cases in which the
of the knowledge claim is a state or a regularity of direct experi

Evidence and reference coincide only in the case of statements a

the immediate data of first-person experience. But they are clearly
tinct in all other cases, such as those in which the object of
is a state of affairs in the world outside the observer (or else a

cally physiologically inside his own skin), no matter whether it be

state of inorganic things, or processes in organisms. Even the direct
perience of oneself at a time distinct from the present moment,
of course the direct experience of other organisms or persons are

cally distinct from the data of the confirming evidence. In short,
data of immediate experience function either as verifiers or as

of knowledge claims.
D. Reduction and ldentification in Scientifc Theories. In order to

decide whether the mental and the physical can in some sense be identir
fied, it is indispensable to cast at least a brief glance at the logic of re,
duction and identification in the sciences, especially in physics, biologyr
and psychology. Although these reflections will not provide us with tho
complete solution of the problem, they will be helpful and suggestive.

It was pointed out and briefly discussed in section II that the advance
of scientific theories consists essentially in the reduction of a variety of
originally heterogeneous observable facts and regularities to a unitary
set of elphnatory concepts and postulates. Customarily it is said, for
example, that visible light is electromagnetic radiation (within a certain
interval of wave lengths); that table salt is NaCl; that magnetized iron
is an aggregate of iron atoms with a characteristic spin of certain of
their electrons; that the transmitters of hereditary traits are the genes

in the chromosomes of the germ cells; that (at least) short range memory
traces are reverberating circuits in cerebral cell assemblies, etc. The "is"
and the "are" in these sentences represent identities. But these identi-
ties differ in their mode of certification from the analytic identities of
pure logic and mathematics. For extremely simple illustrations consider
the general theorem of set theory "[SvT]: -[-S.-T]" or the spe-

cific arithmetical identity "t/64:28" which hold by virtue of presup
posed definitions and the principles of logic or arithmetic.
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But the identities established in the factual sciences are confirmed

Qnthebasisofempiricalevidence.Thisisveryliketheempirically
escertainable identity of Shakespeare (or could it be Marlowe?) witlt

the author of Hamlet, or the identity of the author of Hamlet with

the author of King Lear. Of course there are also such empirically ascer'

tainable identities as those of Tully and cicero, of william Thompson

End Lord Kelvin, or of the evening star and the morning star' In the

examples iust given we have (extensional) identities of individuals

hbelea or uniquely described in two or more ways' When it comes to

properties(universals),theidentitymaybeeitherintensionalorexten-
sional. An illustration of the first is, e'g', the identrty of dfi and e[ in

the well tempered scale of music' An illustration of the second is the

identityofthechemicalelementwithatomicnumberornuclearcharge
20 witir calcium characterized as a constituent of limestone, of atomic

weight 40, having a melting point of 810" C', a specific heat of 0'169

, Bt 20" C, etc.

In the case of analytic identities of individuals or of properties we

may speak of the ,yno.,y*y of names, or predicates' respectively' (This

,ppfi.t, of coursi, ,tro io two-place, three'place' etc' predicates' i'e" to

ctyaaic, triadic, etc. relations- Thus, e'g', "earlier than" is logically synony-

mous with ,.temporally precedent toi or with the converse of the rela-

tion,.later than';). rire iaentity of the class of rational animals with

the class of featherless bipeds (iisregarding plucked birds), or-with the

class of laughing animals (disregarding hyenas)' is extensional and em-

pirical. Of course, extensional idintity,le it logically necessary or empiri-

cal, is implied by intensional identity, but not vice versa' There is no

longer any reason to be puzzled about identity being a relation' The

pro"p., explication of identity consists simply in the- recognition that

one and the same individual (or universal) *'i be designated-by dif'

ferentlabelsordescribedbydifterentcharacterizations.Thiscould(but
need not) be formulated ty saying that the relation of identity fully

explicated, amounts to a triadicielation between labels (L), or descrip

tions (D) and a reierent (n)' The following diagrams represent the

simplest paradigmatic situations'

Lr-+R<--Iz or L-+R<--D or Dr-+R<--Dz
Since I am not a nominalis! having remained unconvinced by the

arguments of Quine, Goodman, and White (269' 242)' I see no obiec'
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tion to introducing universals as referents of predicates or relations.
since I am not a Platonic realist either, I am quite willing to
talk about universals as a convenient fagon de pailer, rather than as

matter of profound "ontological" significance. In my previous

I regarded "df" and "ef" as different labels for the same kind of
cal tone-as-heard. Similarly I see no reason whatever to deny that "
cium" and "element of atomic number 20" designate the same ki
of substance. This amounts to saying that the identity of universals, if
is not based on the logical synonymy of intensions, can amount only
an extensional (in this case, empirical) equivalence of two classes.

Prima facie the identifications achieved by scientific laws and
appear to be cases of co-extensiveness, i.e., of extensional equiva

This is certainly the case with identifications based on empirical
A metal characterized in terms of its thermal conductivity may be i
tical with the metal characterized by its electric conductivity. The
tainment of the identity, in this case, depends upon the validity of
Wiedemann-Franz law according to which there is a linear relations
between the two kinds of conductivity. Now, while I grant that
word "identity" has only one meaning, and this is the meaning defi
by the (properly understood) Leibniz principle of identitas indi
bilium, the modes of ascertainment of identity are for our purposes

essential consideration. I shall therefore take the terminological li
of speaking of different kinds of identity, viz., (l) Iogical, (2) empiri
cal; and under (2) I shall distinguish (a) accidental, (b) nomological,,
(c) theoretical identities. In more precise but also more cumbersome
language this would amount to distinguishing the various modes of.

ascertainment of identity, or the types of validity that assertions ofi

identity may have.

The identity of the class of rational animals with the class of feather-

Iess bipeds may be considered not only as logically contingent, but as

empirically accidental; in the same sense as we consider it empirically
accidental that the city which is the seat of the United States Govern-
ment is identical with the city in which on fanuary 17,1956, at ll:00
a.m. the temperature was (say) 43" F., the barometric pressure 30

inches, and the relative humidity 89 per cent. The referent of these
descriptions is the one city of Washington, D.C. This is identity of
individuals. Nomological identities rest on empirical laws; theoretical
identities depend upon the postulates and definitions of a scientific
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theory. Since all types of identity, except the logical, axe established on

the basis of empiiical evidence, they must therefore be formulated in

flnthetic statements.

There is, however, the temptation to regard certain well established

theoretical identities as analytic. For example, if "gps pressure" is de-

fned in terms of the sum of the momenta delivered by the molecules

of a gas to the walls of its container, then of course within the context

of th; kinetic theory of gases, the identi6cation of Pressure with the

tum of-the molecular momenta is analytic' But, as Ernest Nagel (230)

hss made clear, if we mean by "the Pressure of a gas" that propefiy of

it which is measurable by manometers, and which has a variety of well-

Itnown lawful connections with the volume, the temperature, etc. of the

gas, and thus "manifests" itself in a variety of ways, then clearly it was a

tir.orr.y, yielding new information, that revealed to us the relation of

jn, pr.r*i" (thI "macro"-concePt) to certain aspects of molecular

irotion. This is clearly synthetic. The interesting point which makes

It so tempting to view the relation as analytic is, however' worth a little
'discussion. If is not simply the much vaunted arbitrariness of de6ni-

tions.* It is rather that ihe macro-ProPerties and macro-regularities of

!nr., ."., be derived t from the assumptions of the molecular'kinetic

[h.ory. A full fledged micro-theory of thermal conduction, convection,

diftusion, etc. thus enables us, among other things, to derive the regu-

lArities of such indicating instruments as the manometers, thermometers,

' etc, The expansion of tte volume of the gas in the gas thermometer is

an immediate logical consequence of the (assumed) increase in the

nu.rrg. velocities-of the moiecules making up the gas, and the initial

ancl i'oundary conditions which characterize the micro-state of the in-

ltrument.Quiteanalogousconsiderationsapp-lytothee]ectrontheory
of electric currents and the measurements of electromotive force and

current intensity with the help of such indicating instruments as the

voltmeter and the ammeter.

* What is arbitrary in definitions is usually very uninteresting and inconsequential,

Itt contrast to what is not arbitrary
t It was customary t" ,rr.*"'irrrt these_ derivations are deductive. But some of

the premises in this case"aie tt tltti.rifr*t; hertce some of the derivations of desc-nP'

iii;."rtH;;;rf';r-;;;i;.;i-ii[hity conctusions are p.robabilislic: slrict_q:9'r,c_-

iioni fro**.r, can be found in classical thermodynamics, classical electrodynamrcs' rn

iilJ'ir,!"" of 
'relativity-Ina o-tt", .*"*ples of "'clasical" scientific.theories. Even

i;,"-t"i;ti'."i-;;"h;;i&-r"*.-aU"rii"n's are strictly deductive, others so.highly

ftffidilft;;;;;i.r1-il-tpor., ir,"y can be considered as ("nearly") deductive.
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The explanation of the macro'behavior of organisms is sought

methodologically similar lines. Neurophysiological laws and neural{

docrine-muicular, etc. states will presumably suffice for the explanati

of even as complex and intricate behavior as that of human beings.

regarding the ultimately (possibly inevitable) statistical aspects of I

oith. Ir*r or of the assumptions about initial and boundary condit

the neurophysiology of the future (3000 ,r,.o.?) should provide

deductive derivations of the behavior symptoms of various central

whose g-correlates are the familiar sensations, perceptions, thoughts,

liefs, desires, volitions, emotions, and sentiments (known by

ance and described in phenomenal language). Perhaps I should

clear that I am here trying not so much to convince my readers of

feasibility of what he may consider an entirely utopian and quixotic

gram for science. I am rather concerned to argue conditionally, i'e',

this physicalistic program can be carried out, then there would be son

thing like an empirical identification of the referents of molar beha

theory concepts with the referents of some neurophysiological conce

In its logical and methodological aspects this would be quite analogt

to the identification of, e.g., the property of magnetism (as conceived

the macro-theories of physics) with certain micro'structures and

esses involving electron spins, etc., ascribed to the atom and quanl

clynamics of ferromagnetic substances. These identifications, like

oihers of a similar kind * aPPear as analytic only because of the

tioned relations of deducibility which we know (or believe) to

between the micro-theoretical and macro-nomological or

tive propositions.
But a more accurate analysis reveals invariably a synthetic

feature somewhere in the context of such scientific explanations. J

neural circuits; etc., etc.

where this feature is located depends largely on the nature of the logi.

cal reconstruction by melns of which we analyze those explanations' In

the case of the length of the mercury column in a thermometer, or the'

volume of the gas in a gas thermometer, the derivation of their (respec'

tive) expansiois under-the condition of increasing heat intensity is so

direct that the "identity" appears deceptively as a Iogical one. But even

here, empirical regularities enter in. In addition to considerations of tho

* E.s.. table salt: NaCl; Units of heredity: Genes; Light: electromagnctio
res: t"hi chemical bond : electromagnetic forces playing between the atoms within*ruo; tTL chemical bond : electromagnetic fories playing

a mollcule: memory traces = reverberating neural circuits;a molecule; memory traces =
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rcspective thermal expansion coefficients of gases or mercury as com'

poied with those of tire glas of the jnstruments, there are the laws of

ieometrical optics regardlng the paths of the light rays, and the laws

6f psychophysics and of psychophysiology concerning the visual percep'

tion of th" *.r.ory column ot of th" inclicator (e'g, a drop of ink) of

the gas thermometer.

;u"st *h.r. we decide to put the boundary (or "partition") between

the data of observation and the inferred state of affairs is thus a matter

of convenience in epistemological reconstruction' But somewhere we

must put it, if we aie not to lose sight of the empirical character of

the reLtion between the data and the illata. In one reconstruction the

clata statements concern the observables of common life. This is the

epistemology favored by thinkers like, P-opper, Carnap, Reichenbach'

Iie*pel, iyl., Btr.t, S'kin.,er, and W' Sellars' They all agree in this

,.rp..t 
"u"n 

if they difier sharply in others' They all accept in one-way

or another an inteisubiectvie (physicalistic) thing-language as the basis

of epistemological reconstruction' Bertrand Russell, in his later works'

is obout the o"nty thinker who has made a valiant attempt to combine

$cceptance of a phenomenal basis with a realistic (non-phenomenalistic)

reconstructio.r. tt it means that, as a realist, he has long ago abandoned

the earlier phenomenalistic translatability doctrine, and has ever since

regarded the relation between physical obiect statements and phenom'

enal data statements as one o1 probabilistic inference. I believe this

position still needs considerable logical clarification, but I aiso believe

ihot it i, basically sound, in that it pursues the epistemological analysis

clown to data wiich involve only ihat minimum of inference which

Itnowledge by acquaintance requiies. (This was more fully discussld in

the preceding subsection.)
' N; matteiwhere the line is drawn between observables and inferred

entities, the most adequate reconstruction, it seems to me' has to be

tcnclered in any "rr. 
i' terms of nomological nets' To return to the

temperature e*ample, we may say that the- intensity of heat in an- oven

lt iridicated by vaiious observable efiects, but is not identical with any

aingle one of them, nor is it identifiable with a disiunction (or other

irSLA function) of the observable indications. The intensity of heat

lr"nomologicallg and hence syntheticelly, related to the indications of

lnclicators. This is not to be confused with the quite obviously synthetic

ehsracter of the functional or statistical relations between the indica'
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tions themselves. Empiricists, positivists, and operationists have of

always stressed the empirical character of these correlations'

But even when theories (spelling out nomological networks)

adumbrated only in the form of extremely vague "promissory

the practice of scientific thinking clearly demonstrates that theot

concepts (hypothetical entities) are never reducible to, or identi

with, observable dnt, (or logical constructions thereof)' When, e'g',

spirochaete treponema pallida, was still undiscovered, the "disease

tily" general paresis was conceived as the causative factor which "
duces. the various symptoms of that disease. Examples of this sort

be multiplied indefinitely from all the sciences. Theoretical concepts
,,anchored" in the observables, but are not logically (explicitly) defint

the empirical basis for the specification of the meaning of theorel

concepti. Abstract postulates alone determine only their logical

in terms of the observables. To be sure, it is the "congruence," "
silience," "convergence," or whatever one wishes to call the testa

correlations between the observables that allows for the introduction

fruitful theoretical concepts. It is indeed this consilience which provi

mathematical structure, but never their empirical significance'

New evidential bases, such as the microscopic bacteriological findi

provide additional, and usually crucially important, "fixes"

iheoretical concepts. Nevertheless they amount essentially

ments of the nomological net, and thus to a revision of the "wei

of the various other indicators. Thus, in present day pathology,

presence of the spirochaete is a criterion of general paresis, and- even

if *"IIy of the usual symptoms were absent, the disease would be

ascribed to a patient if a sufficient concentration of the spirochaetes inr

the nerve tissues were verified. The fact that the bacteriological evidence

is correlated with the (more "superficial") symptoms is of course some'

thing that only observations could have confirmed. But this need not

prevent us from saying that the disease entity general paresis as coni

itrued before, or independently of, the evidence for the presence of the

spirochaete, can be rightfully identifed with the disease characterized

with the help of the bacteriological evidence.

I conclude that it is ProPer to speak of"identificetion," not only in the

purely formal sciences where identity consists in the iogical synonymy

of t*o or more expressions, but also in those cases in which the mode

of ascertainment is empirical. The important consequence for our prob'
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lem is then this: concepts of molar behavior theory like habit strength,

expectancy, drive, instinct, memory trace, repression, superego, etc', may

y.i U. identified in a future psychophysiology with specific types of

neural-structure-and-process-patterns. The identification, involving as it
will, factual discoveries, is empirical in its mode of certification, but it is

an identification nonetheless.

E. Arguments concerning the ldentification of sentience with Neural

Events. I shall now present, as explicitly as I can, the reasons for an

emphical identification of raw feels with neural Processes. I shall also

discuss several apparently trenchant arguments that have been advanced

against this identity theory of the mental and the physical. It will be

advisable first to state my thesis quite succinctly, and to elaborate the

arguments for and against it afterwards.
"f"Urrg 

into consiJeration everything we have said so far about the

scientific and the philosophical aspects of the mind-body problem'

the following view suggests itself : The raw feels of direct experience as

we ,,have" them, are ernpirically identifiable with the referents of cer'

tain specifiable concepts of molar behavior theory, and these in-turn

(this was argued in the preceding subsection D) are empirically identi'

iable with the referenti of some neurophysiological concepts. As we

have pointed out, the word "mental" in present day psychology covers'

ho*eier, not only the events and processes of direct experience (i'e.,

the raw feels), but also the unconscious events and processes, as well

as the "intentional acts" of perception, introspective awareness' elPec'

tation, thought, belief, doubt, desire, volition, resolution, etc' I have

argued abovJ that since intenfionality as such is to be analyzed on the

ori" trnd in terms of pure semantics (and thus falls under the category

of the logical, rather than the psychological), it would be a category

mistake oi the most glaring sort io attempt a neurophysiological identifi-

cation of this aspect of "mind." But since, on the other hand, intentional

Bcts as o..urr.rt, in direct experience are introspectively or phenom'

enologically describable in something quite like raw-feel terms, a neural

identi'fication of this aspect of mind is prima facie not excluded on

purely logical grounds. tnconscious processes, such as those described

in pty"tJ"""lyiic theoty, are methodologically on a Par with the con'

cepts'ot molar behavioi theories (as, e'$'r instinct, habit strength' ex'

p..trrr.y, drive, etc.) and hence ofier in principle no greater difficulties

io, n.uiopt ysiological identification than the concepts of molar behavior
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theory which refer to conscious events or processes (e.g., directly orperi.

enced sensations, thoughts, feelings, emotions, etc.). As we have rc
peatedly pointed out, the crux of the mind-body problem consists in
the interpretation of the relation behreen raw feels and the neural

processes. The questions to be discussed are therefore these:

t. What does the identity thesis assert about the relation of raw feels
to neural events?

2. What is the difference, if there is a difierence, between psycho
physiological parallelism (or epiphenomenalism) and the identity thesis?

3. Can the identity thesis be defended against empirical arguments
which support an interactionistic dualism?

4. Can the identity thesis be defended against philosophical argu.
ments which support dualism on the grounds of the alleged fundamental
difterences between the properties of direct experience and the features
of physical (neurophysiological) processes?

Since I have already paved the way for at least partial replies to ques-

tion 3, and to some extent also to 4, I shall now primarily concentrate
on questions I dnd 2, and discuss the other issues more briefly when-
ever they will be relevant.

The identity thesis which I wish to clarify and to defend asserts that
the states of direct experience which conscious human beings "live
through," and those which we confidently ascribe to some of the higher
animals, are identical with certain (presumably configurational) aspects

of the neural processes in those organisms. To put the same idea in the
terminology explained previously, we may say, what is had-in-experience,
and (in the case of human beings) knowable by acquaintancq is identi-
cal with the object of knowledge by description provided first by molar
behavior theory and this is in turn identical with what the science of
neurophysiology describes (or, rather, will describe when suficient prog-

ress has been achieved) as processes in the central neryous system, per-

haps especially in the cerebral cortex. In its basic core this is the "double
knowledge" theory held by many modern monistic critical realists..*

* Especially Alois Riehl, Moritz Schlick, Richard G2itschenberger, H. Reichenbach,
Giinther |acoby, Bertrand Russell, Roy W. Sellars, Durant Drake, and C. A. Strong.
To be sure, there are very significant difierences among these thinkers. Russell has
never quite freed himself from the neutral monism (phenomenalism) of his earlier
neorealistic phase. R. W. Sellars and, following him on a higher level of logical sophis-
tication, his son, Wilfrid, have combined their realistic, double-knowledge view with a
doctrine of evolutionary emergence. Opposing the emergence view, Stro-ng and Drake,
originally influenced by F. Paulsen, adopted a panpsychistic metaphysics. My own
view is a development in more modern terms of the epistemological outlook common
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This view does not have the disadvantages of the spinozistic doctrine

of the unknown or unknowable third of which the mental and the physi'

cal are aspects. The "mental" states or events (in the sense of raw

feels) are the referents (denotata) of both the phenomenal terms of

the language of introspection, as well as of certain terms of the neuroi

physiological language. For this reason I have in previous publications

Lf[a *y view a "double-language theory"' But, as I have explained

abovg this way of phrasing it is possibly misleading in that it suggests

a purely analyiic (logical) Lanslatability between the statements in the

#o urrgorges. It may tirerefore be wiser to speak instead of. twofold

,"."r, oi double knowledge. The identification, I have emphasized' is

to be empirically iustified, and hence there can be no Iogical equivalence

between the concepts (or statements) in the two languages'

On superficid ,&".iion one may be tempted to regard the identifi-

cation of phenomenal data with niurophysiological events as a case of

the theoretically ascertainable identities of the natural sciences. "Theo-

retical identity; (explicated in section V D) means the sameness of the

referent (universal or particular) of two or more intersubfective descrip

tions. Foi example, if is ttre atomic micro-structure of a crystal which

is indicated ("discribed") by the optical refraction index, the dielectric

constant, the magnetic permeabiliiy coefficient, and in greater detail

evidenced uy x-rry difiraction patterns. Similarly, the varioustehavioral

indications ior habit strength iefer to a certain, as yet not fully speci-

fied, neurophysiological stiucture in a brain, which may ultimately be

certlfied by *ore d-'irect histological evidence. Iogical Behaviorism ad'

mits only intersubjectively confirmable statements and hence defines

mentalistic (phenomenal) terms explicitly on the basis of molar be-

havioral theoietical concepts. Thus, to ascribe to a person the orperi'

ence of, e.g., an after-image amounts, within the intersubiective frame

of referenc-e, to the ascrittion of a hypothetical construct (theoretical

concept), anchored in o;b,servable stimulus and response variables. This

[*r$*:#-u[t*lgr'+itlrft$t.-silitfi*:'rur*'t;
$ii,",f,"i-'*in::h,trl,tB,r#'qffi dtl.3ffi ,+l*${*$[:ffi H,ir.laiita convincing formulation of the realistic'mon

iffiffi;ililfif,"t* nigii;hi*ttr-.tio" ot ttit .t.ii. in modern epistemologr

will evcntually bccome available'
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theoretical concept may then later be identified, i.e., come to be re-

garded as empirically co-referential with the more detailed and deduc-
tively more powerful neurophysiological concept.

The empirical character of the identification rests upon the exten-
sional equivalences, or extensional implications, which hold between
statements about the behavioral and the neurophysiological evidence.
In our example this means that all persons to whom we ascribe an
after-image, as evidenced by certain stimulus and response conditions,
also have cerebral processes of a certain kind, and vice versa. In view of
the uncertainties and inaccuracies of our experimental techniques we
can at present, of course, assert only a statistical correlation between
the two domains of evidence. That is to say, the equivalences or impli-
cations arq practically speaking, only probabilistic. But in any case, the
correlations as well as the theoretical identification of the referents indi-
cated by various items of evidence are formulated in intersubiectively
confirmable statements.

The identification of raw feels with neural states, however, crosses
what in metaphysical phraseology is sometimes called an "ontological
barrier." It connects the "subjective" with the "intersubjective." It
identifies the referents of subjective terms with the referents of certain
objective terms. But in my view of the matter there is here no longer
an unbridgeable gulf, and hence no occasion for metaphysical shudders.
Taking into account the conclusions of the preceding analyses of "pri-
vacy", "acquaintance", "physical", and of "identification", private states
known by direct acquaintance and referred to by phenomenal (subjec-
tive) terms can be described in a public (at least physical) language
and may thirs be empirically identifiable with the referents of certain
neurophysiological terms. Privacy is capable of public (intersubjective)
description, and the objects of intersubjective science can be evidenced
by data of private experience.

The application of phenomenal terms in statements of knowledge
by acquaintance is direct, and therefore-the verification of such state-
ments (about the present moment of subjective experience) is likewise
immediate. Phenomenal terms applied to other persons or organisms
are used indirectly, and the confirmation of statements containing phe-
nomenal terms (thus used) is mediated by rules of inferencg utilizing
various strands in the nomological net as rules of inference. )udging
by the structure of one's own experience, there seems to be no reason
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to assume the existence of absolutely private mental states; i.e., there are

presumably no ,,captive minds" in our world. This is of course a basic

intologici feature of nature as we have come to conceive it' It is an

empiriialfeature of a very fundamental kind, similar in its "basic ftame"

character to the 31 1 iimensionality of space-time' or to the causal

order of the universe. Such frame principles do not differ in kind'

Blthough they difier in degree of generality, from the postulates of

scientihc theories. Their adoption is essentially regulated by the rules

of the hypothetico-deductive method'

Logicalempiricismasithascometobeformulatedinrecentyears
(Carriap, 70,'73; Feigl, 116) recognizes the difterence between direct

observatio, (knowledge-by-acquaintance)statements and inferential state-

ments as a contextual difieret ce between direct and indirect confirma'

tion. It does not matter precisely where, in our epistemological recon-

struction, we draw the fne between the observable and the inferred

entities'Butwhereverwedodrawit,thescopeofthedirectlyexperience.
ableorofthedirectlyobservabledepends.ontheidentityoftheex.
periencing andf or observi.rg subiect'; What is directly verifiable for

one srrUlJct is only indirectly confirmable for another' And these very

statements (expreised in the preceding two sentences) may be formal'

ized in a pragmatic, intersubiective metalanguage'

Havinsformulatedandinoutlineexplicatedtheidentitythesis'we
no 

-t 

"uZ 
to attend to several important points of philosophical inter-

;;il;;r. i reiect the (Spinozisiic; aouute aspect theory- because it

involves the assumptioo of an unknown, if not unknowable' neutral

("third") substance or reality'in-itself of which the mental (sentience)

and the'physical (appearance, properties, structure' etc') are comple-

rnentary 
"rp."tr. 

Ii ihe ,,eut,at itrira is conceived as unknown' then it

can be exciuded by the principle of parsimony which is- an essential

irrgredientofthenormalhypothetico-deductivemethodoftheorycon-
struction'IfitiSdefinedas.inprincipleunknowable,thenitmustbe
repudiated as factually meaningless on even the most liberally inter-

* As I understand Dewey and other pragmatists, as well as contextualists-like S' C'

Iilii'.i','r,H ,q.'iff!L:'fFF#1il,iil
Aver , g ) . An exact r"g,.ri"."I""J',or irreiingoisti,3 refleciion bf direct vtrsus indirect
',J;;.utiti;'h;rI;;; ;?il 

.; 
th;-;iri, oF egoc.entric particulan (token'reflexive,

indexical lerms) bv B. iffiif iis6i;''Iil;thtn6"r' 1zz+)' Burks (58)' W' Sellars

(308, 312), and Bdr-Hillel (20)'
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preted empiricist criterion of significance. But our view does not in;

the least suggest the need for a neutral thitd of any sort. This will now

be shown more explicitly.
If a brain physiologist were equipped with the knowledge and

that may be available a thousand years hence, and could investigate

brain processes and describe them in full detail, then he could

his findings in neurophysiological language, and might even be able

produce a complete microphysical account in terms of atomic and su

atomic concepts. In our logical analysis of the meanings of the word

"physical" we have argued that the physical sciences consist of knowl'
edge-claims-by-description. That is to say that the obiects (targets, ref'
erents) of such knowledge claims are "triangulated" on the basis of
various areas of observational (sensory) evidence. What these obiects

are acquaintancewise is left completely open as long as we remain within
the frame of physical concept formation and theory construction. But,

since in point of empirical fact, I am directly acquainted with the qualia

of my own immediate experience, I happen to know (by acquaintance)

what the neurophysiologist refers to when he talks about certain con'
figurational aspects of my cerebral processes.

There is a danger at this point to lapse into the fallacies of the well'
known doctrine of structuralism, according to which physical knowledge

concerns o$y the form or structure of the events of the universe, where'

as acquaintance concerns the contents or qualia of existence.* fhis
doctrine is to be repudiated on two counts. First, by failing to distin'
guish acquaintance (the merchavingof data, or the capacity for imaging

some of them) from knowledge by acquaintance (propositions, e.g.,

about similarities or dissimilarities, rank-orders, etc., of the qualia of the

given), the doctrine fails to recognize that even introspective or phe-

nomenological knowledge claims are structural in the very same sense

in which all knowledge is structural, i.e., that it consists in the formu-
lation of relations of one sort or another. Second, the realistic interpre-

tation of physical knowledge which we have defended implies that what'
ever we "triangulate" from various bases of sensory observation is to be

considered as "qualitative" in a generalized sense of this term. In the

vast majority of cases the qualitative content of the referents of phpi.
cal descriptions is not "given," i.e., it is not part of a phenomenal 6eld.

t This doctrine has been espoused in various forms by Poincard (257), Eddington
(93), C. I. Lewis (195), Schlick (299), et al.
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But it is a given content in the case of certain specifiable neurophysio.

logical processes.

If one wishes to trace the historical origins of this view, one might

find it, if not in Aristotle, then certainly in Kant who came very close

to saying that the experienced content is the Ding-an-sich which corre-

sponds to the brain process as known in the spatio-temporal-causal con'

clpts of natural science.o To put it more picturesquely, in the physical

account of the univers€cas,provided in the four'dimensional Minkowski

diagram, there are sporadically some very small regions (representing fhe

brains of living and awake organisms) which are "illuminated by the

inner light" oi direct experience or sentience. This view differs from

pn.rpry"hir* which assumes that the "internal illumination" pervades

att ot-pt ysical reality. But the panpsychists' hypothesis is inconsistent

with tire very principles of analogy which ihey claim to use as guides

for their ,"rro.ring. I1 one really follows the analogies, then it stands to

reason that the enormous difierences in behavior (and neural processes)

that exist between, e.g., human beings and insects, indicate equally great

difierences in their corresponding direct experience or sentience. Fancy-

ing the qualities of sentience of the lower animals is best left to poetic

writers like Fechner, Bergson, or Maeterlinck. As regprds the mental

life of robots, or of Scrivin's (304) "androids," I cannot believe that

they could display all (or even most) of the characteristics of human

behavior ,rntess ihey were mede of the proteins that constitute. the

nervous systems-and in that case they would present no Puzzle'

The idintity view here proposed has met with a great deal of resist-

ance, ,especialiy on the part of modern analytic philosop-trers. To be

sure, theie are ldentifications which are "above suspicion." For example,

it has been suggested that a legitimate form of empirical identification

is to be found in such paradigms as the identity of the "visual" with

the "tactual" penny (oi the visual, tactual, and olfactory rose; or the

visual, tactual, and auditory bell).In each of these examples one may

clistinguish the various domains of sensory evidence from the particular

thinglor thing-kind) that the evidence indicates or refers to. Phenom'

enali-sts will, oi course, be quick to point out that there is no sense in

talking of a thing existing over and above the actual and possible "evi-

dentia'i" data and their important correlations. But from my realistic

r,cf. I. IGnt, critique of Pure Reason, section on "The Paralogisms of Pure

Reason."
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point of view it makes perfectly good sense to explain in terms of
cal, psychophysical, and psychophysiological theories how, e.g. a
by reflecting light, producing sound waves and being a solid, hard
affects our retina, cochlea, and our tactile nerve endings (under spr
fiable perceptual conditions) and thus produces the visual, tactual, a
auditory data in our direct experierice. This is indeed the ..causal

of perception" so much maligned by phenomenalists.
We grant that as empiricists we must ultimately justify the car

theory of perception (which is indeed a scientific theory,-and not
epistemological analysis) by reference to the evidential data which con,
firm it. And this we cen do, no matter whether our own perceptions arc
concerned (in the egocentric perspective) or those of otheri (in thc
"side view" or lateral perspective that we obtain by observing the stimuli,
central processes and responses pertaining to other persons). The various
sensory "aspects" of the bell are thus to be conceived as the efiects which
the bell, considered either on the common sense level, or on the micro.
level of scientific analysis, has upon our sense organs and finally on our
awareness (this last efiect empirically identifiable with processes in vari.
ous cortical areas). since the phenomenalist thesis of the translatability
of physical object statements into data statements is untenable, epis.
temological analysis must "dovetail" with the causal (scientific) theory
of perception and render iustice to the latter by an explicit reconstruc-
tion of the nomological (not purely logical!) relations between the data
and the illata. This is still conceptual analysis, in that it retraces the
relations between the concepts of stimulus objects and the concepts per-
taining to the central (cortical-mental) processes in the perceiving-or-
ganisms.

our r/-a identification, however, cannot be conceived according to the
paradigm of the identity of stimulus obiects (like the bell, or the rose).
The analogy is misleading in that we have, in the case of stimulus objects
physical_descriptions of them which together with the empirical laws of
psychophysics and psychophysiorogy enabre us (in principre) to derive
their various sensory "appearances." Far from requiring ai unknown or
unknowable "third" or "neutral propertyless substance,; ordinary knowl-
edge and especially scientific theory contains a great deal of informa-
tion about the nature and structure of stimulus obyects. The situation
in the g{ case is fundamentally difierent: we don't have two kinds
of evidence for one and the same entity (event, process, etc.). In direct
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acquaintance we have, we experience the datum (it is not evidenced, it
is evident!), and we identify it with a physical process which we posit
as an illatum whose existence is asserted on the basis of multifarious
data in other evidential domains.

It should now be clear how the view here proposed difiers from the
Spinozistic double aspect doctrine. The data of experience are the reality
which a very narrow class of neurophysiological concepts denotes. I
admit this sounds very "metaphysical." And I shall no doubt be accused
of illegitimately extending the ordinary meaning of ,,denotation',. I am
fully aware that I am extending the meaning. But I pread that this
does not involve my view in paradoxes or needless perprexities. It is
true that in common parlance, as well as in the widely accepted philo-
sophical usage, we would say that a term like "neural process in the
occipital lobe" denotes a pattern of nerve currents, and not a visual
experience. But this remark obviously comes down to the true but trivial
semantical assertion that a term designates its designatum; (e.g., .,neu-

ron" designates neuron!).
A specification of meaning can be attained through semantic desig,

nation rules only if the meaning of the translation equivalent of the
definiendum is already understood in the metalanguage. obviousry, ac-
cording to the commonly accepted usage of the word, a ..denotatum,'

is the referent of proper uames, and (except for the null cases).alsd of
predicates, relations, etc. A genuine specification of meaning for empiri-
cal terms can be achieved only by a combination of semantical, syntac-
tical and pragmatic rules. The last two types of rules are particularry
important. The syntactical rules specify the relations of concepts to one
another, and the pragmatic ones make clear which concepts pertain to
a basis of direct evidence. The realistic interpretation of empirical con-
cepts depends on an appropriate analysis especially of the roles of proper
names (and in scientific languages of coordinates) and of individual-
variables ( coordinate-variables ) . 

*

Taking these analyses into account, we can recognize the valid ele-
ments in the older critical realistic epistemology of perceptual and con-
ceptual reference. A physical object or process as perceived in common
lifg or as conceived in science, is the referent of certain symboric repre-
sentations. I subrnit that it is the preoccupation with the confirmatory

* Cf. especially W. Sellan (308); H. Feigl (110, lll); Bar-Hillel (20).
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evidence which has misled positivists and some pragmatists (all of them

phenomenalists, radical empiricists, or operationists) to identify the

meaning of physical object statements with the actual and/or possible

data which, according to our view, merely constitute their evidential
bases. Worse still, even sophisticated analytic philosophers tend to con'
fuse the meaning of physical concepts with the perceived or imaged

appearance of physical things. No wonder then that we are told that
the identity of certain neurophysiological states (or features thereof)

with raw feels is a logical blunder. If the denotatum of "brain process

(of a specified sort)" is thus confused with the appearance of the gray

mass of the brain as one perceives it when looking into an opened skull,

then it is indeed logically impossible to identify this appearance with
the raw feels, e.g., of greenness or of anxiety.

It would be a similarly bad logical blunder to identify such raw feels

with the scientific (heuristic or didactic) tinkertoy models of complex
molecular structures (as of amino acids, or proteins) displayed by chem-

istry instructors in their courses. I don't know whether I should call
these blunders "category mistakes." The first one simply consists in the
confusion of evidence with the evidenced, or of the indicator with
the indicated. What mistake does one make if one confuses smoke

with fire, footprints with a man walking, certain darkish spots on an

X-ray photograph with tuberculosis? It is strange that of all people it
should be the analytic philosophers (who would expose these fallacies

with ruthless irony) who do not see that they are making the same

sort of mistake in thinking that physical-object concepts denote the

perceptual appearance of physical things.
As I have been at pains to point out (in section IV), the only con-

sistent and philosophically fruitful meaning of "physical" (more pre-

cisely, of "physicall") is that of a conceptual system anchored in sensory

observation and designed for increasingly comprehensive and coherent
explanations of the intersubjectively confirmable facts of observation.

This conceptual system or any part of it is in principle non-intuitive
(unanschaulich as the Germans call it, i.e., unvisualizable). Hence, an

identification of a small subset of its referents with something directly
given and knowable by acquaintance is in principle left completely open.

In point of fact, the imagery commonly, and sometimes helpfully, em-

ployed in the thinking of theoretical physicists, biologists, or neuro-

physiologists consists primarily of pictorial appeals. These are at best
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inte]lectualcrutches,fruitfulonlyheuristicallyordidactically,andnot
to be confused with conceptual meanings. The fallacy of "intrOiection" *

which was so vigorously .,ititi'"d by Avenarius (the empiriocriticist of

the last centuryl.onrirt, in the pictorial ascription:f :"*-ft:lt ':,ot|"t
orgrnir*r. As'we have seen, such ascriptions indeed clash with the

(e[ualy pictorial) ascriptions of physical-apPearance properties to other

persons or animals.' In th. perceptual awareness of other organisms we are confronted

with their behaviot,i.e', their resPonses, facial expressions'-torre of voice'

g"ii, post,rre, linguistic utterancis, etc', but never with their raw feels'

Raw feels do not and cannot be fitted into the aPPearance picture' They

must therefore be conceived as the subiective counterpart of these ap-

f.rrrr,".r. As such they are inferentially attainable but not perceptually

accessible.Atanearlierpointwehavealreadydiscussedthephenom.
enology of the alleged intuitive or empathetic apprehension .o.f 

the

*.rrt'i states of other organisms' Since we must recognize intuitive or

empathetic ascriptions ,i trltiUt. and corrigibl:' th:y 
-have 

to be re-

g"r[.a as inferential from the point of view of logical reconstruction

(i.e., in the context of iusti6cation),-no matter how immediate' "self'

ivident," compelling, or convincing they may be psychologically'

That ,,introjectioi" in this sense leads to absurdities becomes espe-

cially clear when we consider the ascription of phenom-enal fields' e'g"

of visual spatiality to other Persons' Un-less we are solipsists' there is

,r"ry good reason in the *oild to ascribe to others the sarne sort of

"life space" (phenomenal environment) which we find so distinctly

within our own experience' But if we think of other persons in terms

of their aPPearance in our own phenomenal environment' then it is

impossible io ascribe (pictorially) to them also the particular-persPec'

tives that they perceive of their environment (or of parts of their own

bodies). The'failacy is iust as gross as in the case of expecting to find

in the brain of another p""o" iooking at a green tree a little picture of

that tree. But pictorial it'i"ting is one thing' and conccptual thinking

i, qoit. another. For conceptull arcription' however' there is no diffi'

culty. The concepts of neurophysiology are non'intuitive end must not

be confused with their logicaliy irrelevant pictorial connotations' These

connotations lend, psychllogically speaking' a certain "root flavor" to

*Theterm"introiection"-asusedbyR'Avenariushasnothingtodowiththe
*ett-tnow" t omony*ous psychoanalytic concePt'
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these concepts. But once the pictorial appeals.connected with the eviden'

tial roots of our pr,y,it'i-o""o'opt'y'iotogical concepts are dismissed

as irrelevant, they no ;;;;t ;;;it -tt'o-tt 
places in the conceptual

svstem of which we may then say that they denote some raw feels' 
-

"t;il;;';;;il i iti"r. that once the proper safeguards are applied'

no category mistakes ,t" '*a" 
if we combine phcnomenal and 

'physical
terms, as indeed we do quite ingenuously not only in ordinary discourse

but also in the f,"gu'g'"-of piychology'-There is no reason why we

should not say, ..g', "il" "'titip'tio'Iof 
success quickened his pace";

,,Morbid and tormentf"g-rf,""gtir caused_his loss oi aPPetite"; "T-ouch-

ing the hot stove ."o*i;"-t#" p"i""; "His, repressed hostilities finally

;;""iil " 
gastric ulcer"; etc' Category 

-mistakes 
do arise from con-

fusions of universals with particulars;-or of dispositions with :t:lltt'tt'
The first sort of ".t;;;;y';i;itrt" 

t"*'i"ry consists in a violation of

the Russellian rule of types' I am not sure whether the second sort can'

always be reduced to t#first' But the original diagnosis made especially

by Carnap ir, Lis e"'rf ipi-tt""*""Aitticiwork (60) of the mind-body

plrpr".iit'.t-r, Rurr"tii"llti'pe confusions is no longer acceptable' Physi-

cal concepts are not f"gftii constructions out of phenomenal .concepts'

A more serious obieciion to identification comes from reflections uPon

Leibniz's principle "; 
th" identity of indiscernibles' Since we have not

only admitted, but ;;;ilry 
-"riphasized 

the empirical TJ"t: of the

g-o identificatiorr, o"e'may well ttft loy we can speak of identity if its

confirmation r"qoi'.' tt" observation of empirical regularities' The most

direct confumation co"ceiu"ble would havi to be executed with the

help of .r, 
"oto"."U-'"os""f"' 

W" may fancy a "compleat autocerebro-

scopist" who while i"i,"tpt"ti'ay attendingto' r''$' his increasing feel-

ings of anger (or toue, i'at'ea' 
'embatrassment' exultation' or to the

experience of , t,t'"'"-f'eard, etc') would simultaneously be observing

, i"rrfy magnified visual "picturei of his own cerebral nerve currents

on a proiectior, ,t'"t'' 
-1ft'i' 

pi"t"- of science fiction is conceived in

analogy to the g,ro,o-scop" *itf' tf't-he]9 of which a Person- may-watch'

e.g., his own heart ^""1'l 
A ong- the lines of the proposed realistic in-

terpretation he would take the it'itti"g patterns visible on the screen

as evidence for his "*"-tt'f" 
p'ot""t'IA'suming the empirical.core of

parallelism o, iro'*'pf'tt;, il w1{f find that a "crescendo" in his

anser, or in the mel"oJy'r,*'a, **ru g::"11'iJ:*",1":5",":T::"1t,:
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ilffi; il;;i;;;;,i;;i f,o..,,",. (similarly for "accelerandos," "fi-
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tardandos," etc. Adrian's and McCulloch's experim":u :""1 
t:rTt'

demonstrated , ,o'p'i'ingiy simple isomorphism of the shapes ot geo'

metrical figures i,, tf" ui'o't neta witfr the uatterns of raised electric

potentials in the occipit"i f'Ut"f the cortex')'According to the identity

thesis the directly ".P#;;;;;;d 
confisurations are the realities-

in-themselves that are denoted by the neuroihysiological descriptions'

This identification of til;;# is therefor! empirical' and'the most

direct eviden.. "o""i"ify 'it"it"Uft 
would be that of the autocerebro-

scopically observable reeularities'

Any detailed ,"to"*"iitt'eJ-o iat"ttties is a matter for the future

progress of psychophy'ii"g"A research' But in the light of the scanty

knowledge available t;;;;;;y' it is.plausible that only certain types

of cerebral processes i" ,"*" ,i,rreir (probabry configurational) aspects

are identical with the experienced and acquaintancewise knowable raw

feels. A "psychological"H;;;"t";:,-'ltl frames hvpotheses about

neural structo'"' ""J-pioJ""t' 

-ot' 
the basis of a knowledge of the

characteristic, "r,a 
tn'" [il;;i;";l; ii. .t""g.r of phenomenil.l'ut

must therefor" rr*.yri"*?in extremery sketchyl Knowledge by acquaint-

ance of phenomenal fields alone cannot porriuty yield more than a few

strands of the total ;";;;it'l net of neurophysiological concepts re'

ouired for the *pl.;; ;fomolar behavior. The identification is there'

fore restrictea to tf'"'" Jt*t"t" properties' or relations in the neural

processes which (int'"iiu'" p"t*""i are the "correlates" of the raw

feels. In our monistic accounithis is tantamount to the identity of the

denotata directly labeled by phenomenal terms' with the 
-denotata 

of

neural descriptions' These latter denotata are acquainta:t*i:: :ll.<**'
to the neurophysiolog-ist, except if he uses the autocerebroscoPe himself'

Now it is clear tnfi'il;;i:;rrelates (to speak for the t*:-ll otttt

expositioh o.,." *o"" i"'ritiit'uyl a'e ienoi"d by concepts which are

much richer in meaning than the corresponding ph"1or:":l concepts'

The neurophyri"l";;;i;"cept' refer to comilicated' highly ramified

patterns or 
"to'ot' 

tlit#;;; -*eas their raw{eel correlates may be

simple qualities o' 
"l'tio"'-in 

a phenomenal field' How can' e'g" a uni-

form patch 
"f 

gr."r";rr, , ,i"gl **ical 
_tone, 

a stinging pain be identi-

calwith""o*pf"*''"i'ofneluralevents?Hereagainitisessentialto
distinguish b.twee" ii" t"r""nnt and the philosoihical components of

*AilvocatedbyW.Kohler(184,185)andcritically<liscrrssedbyC.C.Pratt
(260)' 
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this question. Our psychophysiological ignorance is still too great to
permit anything more than bold gtesses on the scientific side.

There has been talk of "thresholds" and "fusion"; i.e., it is assumed

that raw feels emerge only if the intensities of the neural patterns have

reached a certain degree; and that complex neural patterns may be

"fused" so that the emerging quality "appears" simple and uniform. This
sort of talk, though dangerously apt to mislead, is not entirely illegiti-
mate. Talk of thresholds, limens, and fusion is of course quite customary
and proper in psychophysics, but its extension to psychophysiology is

precarious. It makes perfectly good sense, and is true, to say that the
white and black sectors on a swiftly rotating disk phenomenally fuse

and yield a uniformly gray appearance. It makes perfectly good sense

also, and is equally true, that the intensity of physical stimuli (like light,
sound, pressure on one's skin, concentration of chemical substances in
the air, etc.) must surpass a certain lower limiting value, if they are

to effect a sensation in any of the various modalities (sight, hearing,
touch, smell, etc.).

If these facts have any analogies in the intra-cerebral sphere, it would
have to be assumed that one area of the cortex "taps" or "scans" other
areas and could thus not come to react unless the input reaches a certain
intensity. Likewise, one would have to assume that the efiect in the
second area refects only certain gross features of the intricate and multi-
farious process patterns in the first. These would be the analogues of
psychophysical thresholds and fusions. Finally, one may assume that
the second area (which corresponds to the sensing of the raw feels) is
connected with another area corresponding respectively to awareness or

iudgment (as in introspection) and finally to a motoric area of the cor-

tex which innervates expressive responses or speech.* May I say again

that I don't for a moment insist on the scientific adequacy of this par-

ticular model. I am not trying to do armchair neurophysiology. All I
am concerned to point out is that models are conceivable which would
enable us to remove the obstacles arising from the apparent disparities
of phenomenal unity versus physical multiplicity; phenomenal spatiali-
ties and physical space; phenomenal time and physical time; phenomenal
purposiveness and physical causality; etc. I am now going to outline
these considerations very briefly.

* I am indebted to R. Camap for suggesting (in convenations) this sort of brain
model.
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W. Kdhler (I82, 183, 185) and R. Ruyer (290,292,293) have con"

vincingly shown that the notorious Cartesian perplexities regarding

spatiality can be removed by closer attention to the facts of psycho-

physiology combined with a logical clarification of the distinction be'

tween phenomenal space(s) and physical space. (We have laid the

groundworly'for this in section III B). The surface of obiects "physi-

cally" outside my skin naturally aPPears in my visual sPace as external

to the visual appearance of those parts of my body which I can see.

There is histological and physiological evidence for a relatively simple

projection of the excitation patterns in the retina of the eye, in the

area of the occipital lobe of the cerebral cortex' The proiection, in its
physical and geometrical aspects, is similar to the sort of proiection one

gets on the screen of a periscope inside a submarine. Not only parts

of the surrounding surface of the sea and of other ships, but also parts of

the (surfacing) submarine itself are proiected upon the screen. Simi'

larly, when I lie on a couch I find not only the aPPearances of tables,

chairs, walls, and windows within my visual field, but I find these object

appearances phenomenally outside that part of my phenomenal body

(ihest, arms, hands, legs, feet) which is also included in my visual field'

These simple reflections show that some of the older philosophical

puzzles about the outward proiection of visual percepts from my mind

or brain into the external world are gratuitous, based on confusions, and

resolvable by proper attention to the scientific facts on the one hand

and to the meanings of spatial terms and phraseologies on the other.

The resolution of the perplexities regarding phenomenal versus physi-

cal time, as well as experienced purposiveness versus physical or physio-

logical causality proceeds quite analogously. In the phenomenally tem-

poral "projection" we locate ends'in-view at some distance in the future,

and then go aboui attaining these ends by action, i.e. by the utilization

of means. lf, e.g.,I decide to attend a lecture, I may have to go through

a long chain of acts, such as walking to my garage, starting my car, driv-

ing to the auditorium, and getting seated there. My actions are clearly

goal directed, but there is no need for the myth about the later events

(the goal) influencing my antecedent behavior. My behavior is guided,

controlled, or modulated by the goal idea which is contemporaneous

with my instrumental acts, or possibly precedes them. What in the phe

nomenal description appears like a future event in my life career de'

termining my current behavior, becomes in the causal account the effect
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of one part of my cerebral Processes upon.another' Of course in this

case, iust as in the .r,. "i 
*l*ory lrecottection)' our lli*ilg. is essen'

tially mediat.a uy ,y*ioiri ,ra'therefore 
,'intentionality" (cf. section

W f) plays an i*po'tt*''oft here' But the symbolic 
-?:1t":tt'""

"i 
plJ, Jr.ir,t o. of iuture events is effected by processes occurrrng xow;

i.e., these representatio"' "'" 
t'u'^l factors in the determination of cur'

rent behavior. ]ust ,' it''"'" is no need for a curious notion of "final"

causes (or, i., t-".o*t" i" Notiy" phrase' of "telefinality")' there is no

need for the assumption of a literal Presence of the past in present

recollections. Wt rt.uti ii" *atqo'te and detailed neurophysiological

account of memory tttt"t *ty 
'ttimatety 

turn out to be' it is these

memory traces and ,roi ,o*"'direct and mysterious-apprehension of

past events which wili"ca;;;it t;t"l]"t-for the facts of recollection and

of the modincation of behavior through learning Processes'

Similar considerations would seem to apply to the perennial puzzles

concerned with the problems of the nature oi the "self"' i'e'' the unity

of the ego, o, tt 
" 

o"it"/oi 
"ot"tiout""ss' 

Here' as in the other puzzles

iust discussed, the fi""o*tnotogical descriptions may be correlated

with the neurophysiological explanatigl' Phenomenally there may or

' may not be , ".""tJio'e," ti'e "I"' in 1ll my experiences' We may

admit, following H;t-;;; the later empiricisis in the Humean tradi'

tion, that there is ,,o distinct element, datu*, or impression that could

properly be regarded " if" self' But it is hard to deny that in the

directly given data '"Ji"if'"it 
succession throughout experienced time'

there is a certain t.ri*" of centralization' coordinatio" *g'l-',1T:l:t
integation-the ,eaaer may thoo'" whichever term seems most suitable'

This unitary orga.rir"tiot' 

"""*' 

to rest on the ever'present potentialities

of recollectin ga geatmany events,or sequences of ivents of one's (sic!)

past; the ever present f*'iUifity of the occurrence of somatic data (re'

ferring to one's own body); tire existence of a set of dispositions or

behavior tendencies, il;ei;g those ascribed (psychoanalytically) to the

;**;;, fi..', in plain languige-our set of values and ideals as incorpo'

rated in one's consci;;i;;?; finally that conception of one's self

which is largely , ,"'olt of'm" realizaiion of one's own character and

,"rr""rin , ia"q*t"ry or often very inadequately derived from-interpre-

I;.'a* ;i;;;;;*" U"f,ruio, a'd t,e's social role as perceived by one'

self or by others in the social context'

Whichever of these aspects are in some sense phenomenally "given"-
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and I suggest a good many may well be so given-these aspects, very

iir."rf ".o"rl.rpo,i" to io, ,tco'di"g t9 mlr few' 
are identical with) cer-

tain relatively stable p",,"r.r, of c-erebrai structures and functions. In

the pathological cases lf split or 
-of--alteLating 

personalities 
. 
(o{ the

Sally BeauchamP, or of the'Dr' |ekyll and-Mr' Hyde varieties)'.it has

;il; ;*" ,ogg.rt"a that we a"'i *itt' cerebral subsystems' each having

"organic unity" in itseli, but only one of them dominating in the de-

termination of behavior during certain intervals of time' If according

io fty.fro^"rlytic theory large-parts-o-f the.id as well as of the super-

ego arc unconscious, tt it 'Ly'well 
be interpreted b1 ry11i.ng 

that

.Zu"i" portions of the cerebral Processes are blocked ofi (this corre-

;;; [-:'r.pr.rr"d") from the aieas of awareness and of verbal report'

Having rendered plausible the scientific feasibility of at least a parul'

Ielistic account of some of the striking and remarkable features of

mental life, I return ,,o* to the philosiphical or logical crux of the

identity thesis. We f,*" ,t'otta that the (emp::"dl).1*l^"1-t:ii:: "t
the mental with the fhysical consists in regarding what is labeled in

knowledge ty ,.qori,,i,i'ce as a quale of diiect experience 
-as 

identical

with the denotatum oi ,o*" neurophysiological concept' TJre scientific

evidence for parallelism or isomorpi'it* is then interpreted as the em-

iirical basis ior the identification' The step from parallelism to the

identity view is 
"rr"."i'iLy 

a matter of philostphical interpretation' The

principle of parsi*onylt'iiit e*ployed in the sciences contributes only

orie reason in favor of'*oni'*' If isomorphism is admitted' the dualistic

farallelistic) position may be retained'-but no good grounds can be

Edduced for such * aopt'i..tion of realities, o' 
"utt' 

of 'aspects" of

i.rfi y. ffr" principle of parsimony or of inductive (or hypothetico'

deductive) simplicity ioti oppott the- operationistic predilection for

rr*r* itt*i (or irore) concepts if theividential facts' though com-

ptat.ty 
-correlated, 

are qualitatively heterogeneous'

Our view of "triangulation" under such conditions of convergence

hos, I trust, shown tlie operationist view to be by far too restrictive'

But there is still tf'e togii'f question how concepts with such.funda'

mentally difierent .ria"l,i"t b"r", .rn be interpreted as (empirically)

ldentifiable. In the.,,. or the concept of the electric current (cf. above

cection V C) as *",'o"d by its rnagnetic' chemical or thermal' etc'

oftects, the identificaiion of tht 
'"utol 

operationally introduced con'

ffii ilr't,#;;;il. But, it will again be asked' how can we speak
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of identity in the entirely difterent psychophysiological case where

of the concepts is chara'ci"""a ir, fr"i ut:1:ry*iti:'1"":;'Jll:
:ilH,T:?H:ffi;ilo*; (the phvsiorlgicar) is introduced

an intersubiecti'e uas's"a"J ii! y'.tiiJl9:':T::t: l: ig*",i
il,:"I'::['JffiJi""i;;;;.,' I think the answer is not so difficult

more. If we first "o"'iit' 
"acquaintanc"'. 11l::.,:ldff-""-"11ii;Jimore' lt we nrsE currsruEr 
fi:;;"inted with Queen Tlt+::hcertainlY saY that Antht

and I am not (never n-"i'ie"hl[ti" "'1":t'{':j H"[1::"I.,;I!and I am not (nevcr rrav'rts rrog L"Y -rr 
tut the eueen, based

il;;;i can lay claim to some knowledge-ab

newspaper reports, pittt"t', "'a :T ]'.I:' l\ l:":Y1#:irffi: t';1
ffi"ffi:""Tt'lffi,;;il1; i; *1'.croser t9 ll" n"tl-'-1
;;6;il;;ce,hat,l l' . ll. :i^:lul:: J::'::'jI1?:J$;
[;:]:il#il:il:l'#i";{;r;Ej,r::T:i::i"i:: j:T"'#il*
nies, string quartets, "t"' 

t"'if'tit f +,tL:. ::'* L::I::^:;'T#tf;
l#';lJ::,1;r:?#;.=;ll:x.t,:":,T:1il1ffi:,:,:'-,'"
can know about it, "n":;;t";t 

j" timr"r.":i'::f::n'"ff1$fl1:
can know aDout It' """;';:'r;;;r;;; that the psychologist and I
It would be unParsimo

ii/ "rr*ito 
two diff erent (but ..:'i..1rl"dl-,PllliTl;. ;" .reseribabte",ii:T: fi #",:ffi ',',',,|I 

iu'".;' 
:;ili"' i raw f eers is describabre arso I

in the intersubiective f*g"tgt "f "it"tt' 
Its ultimate explanation may

again have to refer to 
"ttoJttrebral 

areas' one of which (speaking for

ease of expos ition' e"" itr"i'ui"uf I " *'11ry111^ ti, ji;Tll3:ff"".;f
ease ot exPoslrro, 

""":,*"::;;", "Li "orr"rponds 
to (introspective) re-

ia iudging, and possibly another yo t1,ti:try

porting. I conclude tt"i "qu'i'tance 
statements difier only in the type

and domain of "'id""t",*iii 
*iin t"g*rd.to their rcterence' from cer'

tain neurophyriotogi"'t"lt""*l"t' Sirice the neural apparatus of intro'

spection differs most #iliil;;* tn",or (external) perception'' it

should not be ,o'r'o""r'**''i't"'o*ilag" o' *Y]:T:,t". 
(::;"-llLT

should not be surPnsrng LuaL ^rrvYvrvsE'- -/ ,rrore 
"rode, 

undetailed, '

;;l;;;rttr* epistemological sense) it,* *:1 
ily

and imprecise, than u'Z*f"ag" based on sense PercePtion' especu

*ir""-itrt i, "iaea 
by the instruments of science'

Direct awareness, ";;;"; 
pointed out before' usually furnishes

only qualitatiu. o' topoli;;;i";i;gt.of :h,t 
contents of phenomenal

fields. It could not uy ii'Jff i"f'rm us-about the cerebral localization of

subjective experience' A 
"tty 

ttta" (but' if taken literally' I fear highly

misleading) analogv &;;i'i" "t"-tii::"h" 
point' A T': t:::',1" "

iungle perceives the tt"?' t"d 
^ondergrowth in his immediate envtron-

ment. But the location of this very same part of the iungle can be
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determined in a much more accurate and encompassing manner^by a

;il;A;t making t'i' **'o"*ents from the vantage point ot an

sirplane or balloon fttgi' 
''U""t ii" iungle' This simile is misleading'

;;;";^ t;li;i uoit' tt'e lost wanderer and the cartographer use

sensory perception " ""ia"*itib"'"' 
fot their knowledge claims' This

clearly difiers from tf'" l"e in which I report (or "avow" as Ryle puts

it), e.g., a feeling 't ""t<i"v 
and a behaviorai psychologist infers my

anxiety from the "';;;;;:"'-o' " ""otophysiologist-r;1s1ize1 
if in

the "corresponding' ;J;t;int;t""o'.N*titt'eleis' t fail to see that

the differenc., i*portiriitorgt it is in many ways' aftects the 
18u-

ment for the identificatiot' of ihe referents of ihe int'ospective avowal'

*i,t ,hor. of the two scientific descriptions'

I conclude th,t t 4 i;;;;;;'ttit"*"i"e it is then still an identitv of

indiscernible, ,, a"n""i Uy-itiU"i' and Russell' But as the clarification

of the "parado* or 'n'rl'i'i' [rty*'u.tnd' 120) and of related puzzles

about belief sentences'shoota uy 
"ow 

have maie amply clear' mutual

substitutivity even of logically synonymous expressions l"]U: :1' 
t

non'pragmati. .o"t"*tt-ii" t*pi'i"'i"y"o"y*y of 
'p 

and iD terms (or'

more cautiourry pt'r'^"i', irtJt t'i'pl'it ^l'"o'"f"'in"e) 
a 

-fortiori 
does not

allow for substitutivit| i" p'"g*'iic contexts' Bv this I mean that the

,,salva veiltat"" .orraition'ir-?umtta only in contexts of substitution

which ilo not depend on what we know' or what evidence we have for

our knowledg. tt'i*'' L we pointed out before' there are or were

many people 1p'i*iti'", "";;"!' 
etc') who have no idea of the asso-

ciation of mental,tite wittr cerebral processes. But it is nevertheless a!

iustifiable to speak "itit'iiyi"'"''it 
is in the case of "'Walter Scott:

the author of the waverlev novels,,, regardless of whether this fact is

known or unknown t; ;il pt"o1' I-n this particular and well-worn

example the identity;;;t;t-; individual' But' not being a nominal-

ist,I see nq difficdtlieil;;ti;;tity of a oniuersal' named or described

in various *ry,. r'yti'offitiogiof id"'titv mav be identity of particu'

lars (this twinge 
"f ;;il 

*itt' ' 
Ipecific "t'"t"I 

event at a certain time)'

or of universrl, (P'il];;;Hili' "'d 
a tvpe ot cerebral process)'

I am finally g"ir;';;.k;ore specifically and pointedly the ques-

tion: what is the f,ifterence that makes a clifierence-between the paral'

lelism and the identity doctrines? The pragmatist'positivist favor of

thisquestionsuggestsit',titconcernsemoiiicallvtestabledifierences.
But I have .f'*ay "a*itt"i 

titt there are no such differences and
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that there could not be any, as far as conceivable empiricar evidence
concerned. Is the identity thesis then a piece of otiose metaphysi
Whether it is metaphysics depends of course on what one means
"metaphysics". As I see it, the question is not only similar, but i
intimately related, to such "metaphysical" issues as realism versus
nomenalism, or the modality versus the regularity view of causality.
most philosophers nowadays realize, these issues, unlike disputes
garding scientific theories cannot be decided by empirical tests.
questions concern the explication of the meaning of concepts and
sumptions. They are a subject matter for logical analysis.

As to whether there is a tenable meaning of ..causal 
necessity',

lated to regularity, but not reducible to i! is a highly controversiai ir
today. IVIy own reflections favor a view of causar modarities (possibility
necessity, impossibility) which orplicates the use of these terms meta
Iinguistically, and nevertheless does not conflict with Hume,s basic,

connections must be observed regularities. There is, as I see it, no

in my opinion irrefutable, contention; viz., that (if I may put it in my
own way) the only evidence we can ever have for the assertion of causal

anywhere to surpass a certain upper limit. In such a world the universal

for causal necessity over and above the tests for regurarity. But this
not preclude meaning from the distinction between accidental
necessary universal synthetic statements. A world is conceivable in which
a certain metal with a high melting point (say, e.g., platinum) every.
where and always in the infinite history of that worrd occurs in the solid
statg simply because the temperature in that world ,.happens', 

never

statement "(x,y,z;t)(Pt y,t f S,rot)," i.e., ,,platinum is everywhere and
always solid" would be a true universal statement. But the counterfac-
tual conditional "if the temperature were ever to reach or surpass a
certain value, platinum would melt" might even be deducible from the
basic laws of physics of that world. The universal statement in question
is accidentally true. It is not a consequence of a basic Law of. naiure; its
truth depends on certain contingent features of the initial and boundary
conditions of the fancied world. This shows that there are meaningful
distinctions for which no conceivable empirical test could be desigied.

Even closer to our problem is the issue ietrreen realism and phe"nom-
enalism. As I have shown elsewhere (ll0), there is again no testable
difierence between these two interpretations of factual knowledge, but
there are excellent reasons for the repudiation of phenomenalism and
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hence for the acceptance of a realistic epistemology. To relegate the
issue to the limbo of metaphysics is a lazy man's way of saving himself
the troubles of careful analysis. But close attention to the logic of evi-

dence and reference shows that phenomenalism, even in its most liberal
forms does not and cannot substantiate its translatability doctrine; and
that only a view which relates phenomenal evidence synthetically to
statements about physical objects is ultimately tenable.

It is precisely because realists locate both the evidence and the evi-

denced within the nomological net, that they can give a more adequate

account of the relation between "the knower and the known" than posi-

tivists, pragmatists, or operationists have ever been able to provide. And
it is for this very same reason, that our view of the nature of physical

concepts enables us to identify some (of course very few only!) of their
referents with the referents of raw feel terms. Dazzled by the admittedly
tremendous importance of the evidential basis for our knowledge claims,

positivists have regrettably neglected the very obiects of those knowledge
claims. They have myopically fattened them into the surface of evi.

dence, and thus prevented themselves from giving a viable account of
the concepts of physics; and they have merely evaded or repressed the
mind-body problem which they thought would vanish if their "reduc-

tions"-phenomenalistic or behavioristic-were accepted. Ingenious and
tempting though their more sophisticated endeavors of reduction have

been, they did not succeed. This is why I felt that an explicit reinState-

ment and defense of a realistic solution of the mind-body problem would
be timely and worthwhile.

VI. A Budget of Unsolved Problems. Suggestions for Further
Analyses and Research

Although I have proposed what I believe to be at least a fairly cir-

curnspect sketch of an adequate solution of the mind-body problems,
there are a number of specific component issues which require a great

deal of further clarification and investigation. Since I am more inter-
ested in the continuing endeavors in this field than in having said the
"last word" about it (that's almost inconceivable, in philosophy at any

ratel), I shall now attempt to state and discuss succinctly a number of
questions to which I have no entirely satisfactory answer at present. I
should be immensely pleased if others were to take up these questions

in their own work.
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The foregoing analyses and discussions were intended to bring to
Ievel of full awareness many of the repressed difficulties of our
I have been especially concerned to separate, as well as I could,
scientific from the philosophical issues, And I have tried to show
there are no insuperable logical difficulties for an identity theory of
mental and the physical. I shall again divide the discussion into
parts. The first (A, B, C) will be concerned with open phi
questions and difficulties. The second (D) will appraise much
briefly the acceptability of identity theory in the light of possibly
coming heterodoxical scientifc discoveries.

A. Is There a Phenomenal Language? The Relation s of Meaning, Evi:
dence, and Reference. The central core of the proposed solution rests
upon the distinction between evidence and reference. No matter what
indirect (behavioral) evidence we use for the ascription of mental states,
the mental state ascribed is not to be confused with the evidence whi
only lends support to the ascription. A fortiori, we must eliminate
still worse confusion of the pictorial appeals (attached to evidential
terms) with the conceptual meaning or the reference of neurophysio.
logical concepts. The only case in which pictorial appeals or imagery
may be thought to play an essential role in knowledge claims is at the
ultimate phenomenal basis of the confirmation of all knowledge claims.
And, as we have pointed out, if and only if these knowledge claims are
so extremely restricted as to refer exclusively to a currently experienced
datum, then-in this very special case-evidence and reference coincide.
"Now green", "now anger", "now green spot on a gray background',,
"stingirig pain suddenly increasing", etc. might be examples. The last
example shows that the indexical term "now" need not appear in the
phenomenal sentencel but of course the sentence is in the present tensg
and this is presumably equivalent with the occurrence of the indexical
ttnow".

It is difficult to decide whether indexical terms (i.e., egocentric
particulars like "now", "l"r "hete"r "this") are indispensable constitu-
ents of singular phenomenal sentences. There arg of course, many ex-
amples of universal statements which contain only phenomenal terms
as descriptive signs (in addition to purely logical signs): ,'Orange 

is
more similar to red than it is to green"l "Whatever is colored is ex-
tended (in'the visual field)"; "Anger always subsides after some time,';
etc. There is also the difficult question whether phenomenal sentences
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can contain proper names (or something like topological coordinates)

for elements in the phenomenal fields. One of my e:ramples suggested

that one might use proper names for the small bright spots on the dark

background of a visual field and thus describe their relative positions

in terms of such relations as "to the left of", "above", and "far below"

It seems clear that there is a danger of-logical paradoxes, engendered by

category mistakes, if we try to mix phenomenal sentences of this sort

with the usual behaviorally based ascriptions of mental states to organ-

isms. In these behavioral ascriptions the organism (or the person?) is

the individual which is represented by the subiect term of the sentence;

the predicate is then something like "sees green", "sees an array of
bright spots on a dark background". There can then be no direct trans
lation of sentences in which the subiect terms denote elements in a

phenomenal field, into sentences in which the subject terms denote

individual organisms. But perhaps there can be an empirical coreference

between statements about some (configurational) aspects of neural fields

and those about phenomenal fields.
The precise logical explication of empirical identity or coreference is

fraught with many difficulties. Some of these stem from the tendency

to think of meaning as intension, and then to conceive of intension in
terms of its simplest picturable o<amples. Blueness is an intension in-

deed, but what are the intensions of "energy", "enttopy", "electric 6eld

strength", "electric charge", "neuron discharge", "reverberating neural

circuit"? In all these other cases the intensions are non-intuitive and can

be specified only by postulates and correspondence rules. Similarly non-

intuitive are the elements of the corresponding extensions, or the deno-

tata. It does seem to me that we can rightly say that both the intension

and the extension of the theoretical concepts of the physical sciences

are largely unknown by acquaintance, and that onli' a very small selec'

tion of them can therefore be identified with the intensions and orten-

sions of concepts-by-acquaintance, But of course the latter PresuPPose

the existence of a phenomenal language. It has indeed been seriously

questioned as to whether there is a phenomenal language at all. In the

usual, and full-fledged sense, "language" means a symbolic system with
specifiable syntactical (formation and transformation) rules, semantical

(designation) rules, and pragmatic (verification) rules. Scraps and bits of
phenomenal phraseology seem to fulfill these requirements, but an over'

all system like that of the physical language does not seem attainable.
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The difficulties are further complicated by the question on which

level of analysis we are to specify elements and relations described by

phenomenal sentences. There is a long history of objections against the

i{ume-Mach-Russell-Price analysis of experience into "hard" and "soft"

data. Phenomenologists, Gestalt psychologists, and more recently many

analytic philosopheis have raised serious obiections not only against the

atomism"or elementarism of the sense-data doctrine, but also against any

doctrine of immediacy or of the given.*

I have throughout this essay maintained and argued that genuinely

phenomenal or acquaintance terms are indispensable, not-only for the

ieconstruction of the indirect confirmation of practically all our knowl-

edge claims, but also as labels for the referents of some knowledge

ch]ms-whether they are about my own raw feels or that of other

humans or animals. I have allowed for the possibility that the "hard

data,, (i.e., those data which we can talk about with a minimum of in-

ference) are not preanalytically but only postanalytically "grven'" 
-But

on iust what tevei of psychological, introspective, phenomenological' or

logical analysis we find those data which stand in the required one-one

"o-rr"rporrd"rrce 
to neural events, is an open question' Wt-th Y' Kiihler

I am inclined to think that an analysis which stops at a relatively simple

configurational level (but does not proceed further to "atomize" the

given) may well yield the desired items on the g-side of the ,2-o iso-

irotpirit*.'But plenomenal description, even of the Gestalt type' is

no easy matter.
B.lJnitary or Dual Language Reconstruction? In most of the crucial

parts of the present.tt.y fhru" taken a unitary language to be the ideal

medium of epistemological reconstruction. By this I meln the follow-

ing: Both the phenomenal terms (designating raw feel data) and the

illita terms (deiignating unobservables) occur in the language of com-

monsense or of science, and they are connected by strands in the nomo-

logical net. I believe that if this sort of unitary language is constructed

*i[h or., category mistakes can be avoided. This reconstruction difiers

essentially rrom ttre dual language reconstruction pursued by carnap

#ff io'?fti:ts:!i:lHii?tT:#i'f;1HliHill&;:Xi'-&Xh%11ii,,t]Td,
wiii'ri"itii"'iiszt, mio't2ziij, d'inton (270),'W' Sellars.(315)'.others like

Rvle-(294). Biack'(38) and Quine (268) have denied the Possrbrhty ot a.Pnenom'

;iJililli"-;i;;J.;1. *. SJh" ia*iL ptreno*enal con'cepts oniy as thloretical

terms in"a lingoagi of behavior theory.
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and W. Sellars (cf. their essays 73' 315)'-Purely phenomenal-terms are

there excluded, presumably twing to their conviction that category

mistakes as well as solipsism would be unavoidable if we chose a phe"

nomenal basis of ,""o"Ii*titon' But with the reinstatement of realism'

i.e., with the insistenc" '"it" 
synthetic character of the strands in the

""*"irgr*f 
net, solipsism is no longer a consequence' and category

mistakes cen be 
"uoia"i-if 

we dismiis pictorial 
'.PP:'lt i:-":'-:.'.t^'lt"

irrelevant, and if we t'it; ";t; 
to aisti"goist' sharp\ between universals

and particularr, ,*o"gll-Jo"*"*r as"well as emong non-phenomenal

,.ti"iu*n, 
of course, that there are certain distinct advantages in the

dual languag" r".o"'t'ottlon' An evidential statements are there couched

in terms of the ot,""'iio" fanguage; a1d. lhe 
observation language is

conceived as ;r,te,,uu1e;;ir;;;iirgful right from the beginning' The

connections between th" obr"rr"tiorilanguaee and the theoretical lan-

guage are formulated *lh tr" help of to"elpot'd""ce rules' This-type

of reconstructio" i' u"'fiiiuJn'ti"g in the analysis of the meaning and

the confirmation of i""tin" theor-ies' But' as I have pointed out' it

does not do full i'J;" ; statements about the data of direct experi-

ence, whether they are one's own or someone else's' In our unitary lan'

guage the "partition; between the data and the illata is located very

difierently. Th. "o""'po"al"t" 
rules in the unitary language'would

ultimately U" ,t t"*""[t of *-* correlations' i'e'' of the raw'feel deno-

tations of neurophy;;;l;g# terms' Since orecise knowledge of these

correlations is only ' *'itt' 
of hope for a future psychophyl3logy' the

unitary language it iltgJy it the 
"'promisso'v "ol"i' 

stage' It is there'

fore not very illuminii"g it ot" epistemological-reconstrut:i"l-]1,::

reflect the Progress of kn"owledge in our very unfinished and 
:lgotng

scientific enterprise. i", it i, po"rpor., the dual language reconstruction

is much more adequate'

But if we rr.,"tiliti with relatively low probabil'J'-": f:t.lht'strands

in the nomologi""f ";i, 
the unitary- reconstruction might do the iob too'

As a sketch fo, , '"to"tit'ction 
of an ideallv finished science' however'

the unitary lr"s";;;;;;i1s nJer.e'aur"' wt"t this would amount

to can at present i"-rt'[r"'i"a 9"ry 
uy some sort of "science-fiction"

illustration: Suppose that we had a complete knowledge of neurophysi'

ology and ttat we"iouil-o'i"''"tt po"itl" human brain states (if not

metrically, tr,en at'ilsi i;Ptbgtt"ily) in a phase space of n dimen'
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sions. Every point in this phase space would then represent a

specific type of brain state. And, taking isomorphism for granted, a

set of these points would also represent the total set of possible

states.

Suppose further that we could teach children the vocabulary of thq

language of brain states. If this requires n'tuples of numbers, then

simple expressions like "17-9-65)'12" (or even abbreviatory symbols fot

these) might be inculcated in the child's language. If we took care that

these'expressions take the place of all introspective labels for mental

states, ttre child would immediately learn to speak about his own mental

states in the language of neurophysiology. Of course, the child wouldl

not know this at firs! because it would use the expression, e.g., "17'9&

53-12" as we would "tense-impa.tient-apprehensive-yet hopefully-expect'

ant." But having acquired this vocabulary the child, when growing up

and becoming a scientis! would later have no houble in making this

terminology coherent with, and part of, the conceptual system of neuro'

physiology, and ultimately perhaps with that of theoretical physics. Ofr

course, I not only admi! but I would stress, that in this transforma'

tion there is a considerable change in the meaning of the original terms.

But this change may be regarded essentially as an enormous enrichment,

rather than as a radical shift or a "crossing of ontological barriers." In
other words, introspection may be regarded as an aPProach to neuro-

physiological knowledge, although by itself it yields only extremely

crude and sketchy information about cerebral processes. This sort of
information may concern certain Gestalt patterns, certain qualitative

and serniquantitative distinctions and gradations; but it would not by

itself, contain any indication of the cerebral connections, let alone

Iocalizations.
C. One-one Corespondence and the "fuddle of the Universe." The

isomorphism of the mental and the physical consists, according to our

interpretation, in a one-one correspondence of elements and relations

among the phenomenal data with the elements and relations among

the referents of certain neurophysiological terms. And we proposed to
e-xplain this isomorphism in the simplest way possible by the assumP

tion of the identity of phenomenal data with the referents of (some)

neurophysiological terms. The question arises whether the identity view

could be held if we were, for empirical reasons, forced to abandon 9-o-
one-one correspondence and to replace it by a doctrine of one-many
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correspondence. As was pointed out previouslY' the physicalistic prc'

dictability of the o..o"Jntt of mental states would in principle still

be unique, if one-manyto""tpo"a""ce holds true' Comparison with an

example of the identif."tio" of p"'ety physical concepts may shed some

light on this issue. ,;;;;i*tot""" tt'ermomeirically ascertained'

corresponds in or,"-*,"yi"ii"" t"" multitude of micro-conditions' viz''

a very large set of *olec'olar states' Strictly speaking' this correspondence

holds betwee' or" st"tllooiption on the macro-level with a specifiable

infinite disiunction of state descriptions pertaining to the micro-level'

Since, as we have ,r,o foi"t"a ooi' thi' to""'po'dtnce is. empirically

ascertained, there is heie as little reason to speak of logical identity as

in the 9-o case. Nevertheless, we have seen that it makes sense' and

what sense it makes, to regard the relation of temperature'to mean

molecular kinetic 
"""'gy 

t'?" "*'*ple 
of a theoretical identity'

In the mind-body tiJt, irlu as in ihe temperature case, qledictlln of

the ensuing micro- (and ultimately even macro') constellations on the

basis of information "bil 
respectively' the mental state' or the macro'

temperature state, could not be unique under the supposition, of one-

many corresPorraa,'."' t'is is obvious for the temperature example in

the light of the P'i;di;; of 't"tistit'l 
mechanics' Analogously' the

pr""ir! U.f,r"io, sobr"qoe"t !9 
tht.9:"."rrence of a specified mental state

would not be preaictible either. This is not too disturbing by itself'

After all, even if o"oo"t correspondence held true' the neural cqrre-

lates of a mental state would form only a very insignificant part-of the

relevant total initial conditions' Talk of identity in the case ot one-

many 'correspona"n"", t'o*ever' would. se.em uniustified' because here

we are (ex hypothetil'"g'"i;t"d w]th.the phenomenal datum' and

the corresponding disiunction-of cerebral states could not plausibly be

identified with that individual datum'

Even if one-one 
"o""'po"atnce 

is assumed' there is an intriguing

oblection * against if'l iai"tity view' According to the view presented

in section V, there is no empirically testabl" difttttt'"" between the

identity and the P;t;ll;il At!1:o We said that the step toward

the identity "i"* 
i'; ;;i;; oi philosophical interpretation' But'.so the

objection maintains, if identity is assumed' it would be logically im-

possible to have 
" 

;lt;; of direct experience (a "disembodied mind")

*RaisedinMinnesotaCenterforPhilosophyofsciencediscussionsbyMr.H'
Gavin Alexander.
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survive bodily death and decay. It is further asserted that this would

not be a logically entailed consequence of parallelism' For it could well

be maintaiied that the one'one correspondence holds only during the

lifeoftheperson,butthatasdrasticaneventasbodilydeathmarks
the limits of this correspondence. Mental states could then occur in'

dependently of physical correlates.

Thusitwouldseemasifourphilosophicalidentitytheoryimplied]
consequences which are testably different from those of parallelism'

This is quite paradoxical. My tentative reply to this argument is two'

fold. First, 9-b identification being empirical, it could of course be

mistaken. But if the identity does hold, then survival is indeed logically

impossible. This is logically quite analogous to the conditional: If the

law of the conservation of 
'energy 

holds, then a perpetuum mobile (of

the "first kind") is thereby logically excluded' But, of course' the

energy law has only empiricat valiaity and might some day be refuted

Uy .I!.t t empiricai evidence. Second, and perhaps more important' the

parallelism doctrine, as I understand it, holds that there is a ry'-O'one-one

"orrerporrd"nce 
and that this correspondence is a matter of universal

and irreducible law. This seems to me to exclude disembodied minds

just as much as does the identity thesis. I therefore think that the

identity thesis is a matter of epistemological and semantic interpreta'

tion, and does not difier in empirical consequences from a carefully

formulated parallelism.

Another perplexity was formulated in Leibniz's monadology, and in

different foim presented by E. Dubois-Reymond as one of his famous

unsolvable ,,rid-dles of the universe." If I may put the core of the

pllzzlein modern form, it concerns the irreducible (synthetic) character

of tn. g-O correlations. Wherever we find co-existential or correlational

regularities in nature, we hope to find a unitary explanation for-them'

,rid i' many cases scientific theories have provided fruitful and well-

confirmed explanations of this sort. But in the case of the ,2-o correla-

tion we seern to be confronted with a fundamentally different situation-

There is no plausible scientific theory anywhere in sight which would

explain just why phenomenal states are associated with brain states.

tntrry pfritotoptrers have resigned themselves to regard the 9'o correla-

tiOnS aS 
.,ultirirate," "irreducible," "brute faCts." Since any explanation

presupposes explanatory premises which at least in the context of the

iiven^e*pl"rratio' mosi be accepted, and since even the introduction
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of higher explanatory levels usually reaches its limit after three or four
,,stepi up,,, one might as well reconcile oneself to the situation, and

,ry ih"t'.,the worlJ is what it is, and that's the end of the matter."

Now, I think that it is precisely one of the advantages of the identity

theory that it removes the duality of two sets of correlated events, and

replaces it by the much less puzzling duality of two ways of knowing

the same event-one direct, the other indirect.

Nevertheless, there are some "brute facts" also according to the iden'

tity theory. But they are located differently. Besides the basic physical

laws and initial conditions, there are according to our view the only

empirically certifiable identities of denotation of phenomenal and of

physical terms. But this identity cannot be formulated in laws or law'

iike serte'ces or formulas. The identity amounts merely to the com'

mon reference of acquaintance terms on the one hand and unique

physical descriptions on the other. Any other way of phrasing the re-

iatio., creates gratuitous puzzles and avoidable perplexities. For example,

it is misleading to ask, 
t'Why does a mental state 'appear' as a brain

state to the p'hysiologist?" The brain-state-as-it-appears-tothe-physiolo'

gist * is of 
"oorr" 

analyzable into phenomenal data forming part of the

f,irect experience of the physiologist. The "brute fact" simply consists

in this, that the phenomenal qualities known by acquaintance to one

person are known (indirectly) by description to another Person on

ihe brsis of phenomenal (evidential) data which, in the vast rnaiority

of cases, are qualitatively quite different from the data had by, or ascribed

to, the first ierson. I see nothing paradoxical or especially puzzling in

this account of the matter.

A little reflection upon the autocerebroscopic situation_shows clearly

that the correspondence between, e.g., musical-tones-as-directly-experi'

enced and certain excitation patterns in the temporal lobes of one's

brain as represented by visual patterns (perceived on the screen) is

simply a correlation between patterns in two phenomenal fields. The

conceptual neurophysiological account of the visual data in this case

consists in explanatory hypotheses about cerebral Processes which are

causally responsible toi tt e production of the image on the screen, and

these are in turn causally responsible for the emergence of certain pat'

terns in the visual field. striitly speaking, and in the light of physical

* No matter whether the physiologist observes someone else's brain, or-autocere'

broscopically-his own. 
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laws, there must even be a minute time lag between the moment of

the occurrence of a neural event in the temnoral lobe and its "repre'

sentation" via the autocerebroscope in o"t'' L*" visual field' The ex-

p.ti."..a patterns in tt'e visual field are in this situation the causal

;;;r;q;*;, of 1r*o"g other things) the auditory data' Disregarding

the small time lag *" 
"o'ota 

he'e spJk of a parallelism indeed' But this

is a parallelism between the data (or patterns) in different sen-se modali-

ties; or, in the case of visual experience autocerebroscopically "repre-

sented" by other visual data, within one and the same modality' (May

I leave it to the ,*a", a tt'int this through and to find out for him-

,af *rra this special case of autocerebroscopy does not involve any Para-

doxical consequences.)

Another puzzle that may be raised is the- question as to whether the

propos"d identity theory does not involve the undesirable consequences

of epiphenomenalism. it shoutd be obvious by now-that our solution

of the mind-body problem differs quite fundamentally from material-

istic 
"pipt..ro*"rriir* 

in that: 1f;it is monistic' whereas epiphenom-

"rr"tis*'is 
a form of dualistic parallelism; (2) the "physical" is.inter-

il;-_;; " 
conceptral system (or as the realities described by it)' but

not as the primary kind of e*iste"ce, to which the mental is appended

as a causally inefficacious luxury, or "shadowy" secondary kind of-exist'

"r,".; 
(3) quit. to the contrary,'men-tal states experignged a3f{or know-

able by acquaintance a'e i"te'p'eted as-the very realities-which are also

denoted by a (very ,*allf *Uttt of physical concepts' The efficacy of

;i;;tr;, iain,'ernotion, deliberation' volitions' etc' is therefore quite

i"iti,.fy ,mrmed. In this respect monism shares the tenable and de-

fensible'tenets, without admiiting the obiectionable ones, of interac'

tionism. .! r-

ii*kt", " ontolo gicallv" f or the T:*:"t' "" J1,"]-tlYi::l{"'i*.*
, Jffi ;'?o;t,t;; ";;;;li"""d, and in human. beins: t"Yl]'^]f t
;;;ffi;;i;;;h".';'alities(unexperiencedand-I:y:l]:"1-"*"llffi ;# i ir," u"i"'"iiitv. I 

" "y:i9 :i 
e.t*'"*i'."1:t f :,1'I":::::

il;ltffit,-i, ti..rt clear of,a highlv drbio:,1Y:,:1i:,:::f :"":o

ffi;i;;. I, shares with certain forms of tdttli:t]t T-Y-Bln:::::J:1ffi;.r. ii;;P;, purified wav' a concePtion of realitv 11 ",:*lf:
il,ir} ;# ;ttil;"'*p"t*' oi materialis m' viz''.the convictiot' .t|:'
the basic laws of th" ;;;;;;" are "physical." This means especially'

il; ,h. teleology of organic Processes' the goal directedness or Pur-
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posiveness of behavior are rnacro-features, and that their explanation can

Le given in terms of non-teleological concepts and laws which hold for

the underlying micro-levels. In other words, the monistic theory here

proposed does r,ot require irreducibly teleological concepts in its ex-

planatory premises.' 
In thii connection there is, however, a perplority which may give us

pause. Inasmuch as we consider it a matter of empirical fact-and hence

of logical contingency just which physical (neurophysiological) concepts

denote data of direct experience (raw feels), one may wonder whether

the causal efficacy of raw feels is satisfactorily accounted for. There are

countless teleological processes in organic life which, unless we be pan-

psychists o, psyclhouitalists, must be regarded as occurring without the

fenefit of serrt-ie.rce. For examples, consider the extreme]y "ingenious"

processes of reproduction, growth, adaptation, restitution, and regenera'

iion, which occur in lower organisms as well as in many parts of human

organisms. on the other hand, the causal efficacy of attention, aware-

nels, vigilance, pleasure, pain, etc' on the human level is so striking

thar onI is temited, wittr- the panpsychists, to assume some unknown-

by-acquaintance qualities quite cognate with those actually experienced'
'The 

,rew pori" of epiphenomenalism would seem to come down to

this: An .uolotionrry, physiological, and possibly physical explanation

of adaptation, learning,-abient or adient, goal-directed behavior can be

given iithout any reierence whatever to raw feels. The_ dishibution

lf ,"* feels over the various possible neural states could be entirely

difierent from what in fact it is. For example, raw feels might be asso-

ciated with the peristaltic movements of the stomach or with coronary

self-repair, and not with cortical Processes' But, I repeat, such- difi-erent

distribution of raw feels or even their complete absence would still not

prevent an adequate explanation of teleological behavior' Of course if

we a"cept the actual distribution, i.e', the total set of *-o'correlation

rules as'ultimate parallel laws, and interpret these according to the

identity theory, then we can quite legitimately speak o{ the efficacy of

raw feels. This is so, because the raw-feel terms are then precisely in
iithose loci of the nomological net where science puts (what dualistic

rparallelism regards as) thelr neural correlates. But if the biopsychologi'

cal explanatio-ns offeied by the theories of evolution and of learning

can thus incorporate the efficacy of raw feels, those theories PresuPPose,

but do not by themselves explain, the 9o correlations'
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That pleasure or satisfaction reinforces certain forms of adient bo
havior can be formulated in the manner of the law of efiect (cf. Meehl,
220). But in the ultimate neurophysiological derivation of this empiri.
cal law of behavior, the correlation of pleasure or gratification with
certain cerebral states is not required. Behaviorists, especially "logical
behaviorists," have taken too easy a way out here in simply defining
the pleasurable as the behaviorally attractive and the painful as the
behaviorally repellent. The "illumination" of certain physically described
processes by raw feels is plainly something a radical behaviorist cannot
even begin to discuss. But if the synthetic element in the g-o relations
that we have stressed throughout is admitted, then there is something
which purely physical theory does not and cannot account for. Is there
then a kind of "brute fact" which our monistic theory has to accept
but for which there is possibly no explanation, in the same sense as

there can be (within a naturalistic empiricism) no explanation for the
fact that our world is what it is in its basic laws and conditions? Pos-

sibly, however, I see a riddle here only because I have fallen victim to
one of the very confusions which I am erger to eliminate from the mind-
body problem. Frankly, I suspect some sort of "regression" rather than
"repression" has engendered my baffiement. If so, I should be most
grateful for "therapeutic" suggestions which would help in clearing up
the issue. Possibly, the solution may be found in a direction which
appsrs plausible at least for the somewhat related puzzle of the "in-
verted spectrum."

This ancient conundrum, we have seen, is not satisfactorily "dis-
solved" by Logical Behaviorism. A "captive mind" is logically conceiv-
able, and might know by acquaintance that his sense qualia do not
stand in one-one correspondence to his autocerebroscopically ascertained
neural states. If physical determinism is assumed, then it is true that
such knowledge would have to remain forever private and uncommuni-
cable. But under these conditions a systematic interchange of the qualia
for one person at different times and as between different.persons is
logically conceivable. It would of course ex hypothesi not,be intersub-

iectively confirmable, and thus never be a possible knowledge claim of
science. But the logical conceivability of the inverted spectrum situation
demonstrates again the empirical character of the ry'-O correspondence.
This ernpirical character is, however, (as we have also emphasized) ex-
tremely fundamental in that it is closely bound up with the basic prin-
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ciple of causality or of "sufficient reason." Systematic interchange of

qualia for the same sort of neural states would be something for which,

ex hypothesi, we could not state any good reasons whatever.

Furthermorg there is 
^ 

gteve difficulty involved in the assumption

that a captive mind could even "privately" know about the interchange'

Normal recollection by memory presumably involves (at least) quasi-

deterministic neural processes. The captive mind could be aware Of the

inverted spectrum type of interchange of qualia only if we assume some

peculiar breach in normal causality. If the captive mind is to know that

today the correlation of raw feels with neural states difiers from what

it was yesterday, he would have to remember yesterday's correlations.

But how could this be possible if memory depends upon modifications

in the neural structures of the cortex? These considerations show clearly

that under the supposition of normal physical causality the systematic

interchange would remain unknowable even to the private captive mind.

(Conversg but otherwise analogous, puzzles arise for the assumption

of the survival of a private stream of experience beyond bodily death.

How could such a private mind have knowledge about the continuance

of his "physical" environment?)
All thise reflections seem to me to indicate that in our world at least,

there is nothing that is in principle inaccessible by "triangulation" on

an intersubjective (sensory) basis. The having of raw feels is not knowl'

edge at all, and knowledge by acquaintance does not furnish any truths

which could not in principle also be confirmed indirectly by persons

other than the one who verifies them directly. The 9-O-identity theory

as I understand it, makes explicit this "ontological" feature of our

world. The criterion of scientific meaningfulness formulated in terms

of intersubjective confirmability, far from being an arbitrary decree or

conventional stipulation, may thus be viewed as having ontological sig'

nificance-but ,,ontological" in the harmless sensq of reflecting an in-

ductively plausible, basic characteristic of our world.

Empirical identity, as I conceive it, is "weakei" than logical identi

but "stronger" than accidental empirical identity, and like theoreti

identity stronger than nomological identity in the physical sciences

as causal necessity is weaker than logical necessity, but than

mere empirical regularity). If the coreference of a phenomeldl term

with a neurophysiological term is conceived as something niore than

mere extensional equivalence, if it is conceived as characteristic of the
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basic nature of our world (fust as the basic natural laws characterize

our kind of world and difierentiate it from other kinds), then perhaps '

the inference from a neural state to its ("correlated") raw feel is at

least as ,,necessary" (though of course not purely deductive) as is the

inference from, e.g., the atomic structure of a chemical compound to

its macro-physical and chemical properties.

I hope that readers sympathetic to my admittedly speculative grop

ings will try to formulate in logically more precise and lucid form what

I have been able to adumbrate only so vaguely. Such readers should in

any ease keep in mind one of the ideas which seem to me indispensable

foi an adequate solution of the phenomenalism-realism as well as the

mind-body problems: The paradigm of symbolic designation and deno-

tation is to be seen in the relation of a token of a phenomenal term

to its raw-feel referent. All non-phenomenal descriptive terms of our

language, i.e., all physical terms (no matter on which level of the ex-

planatory hierarchy) designate (or denote) entities which-within the

irame of physical knowledge-are unknown by acquaintance, But if our
.,hypercritical,, realism is accepted, we must ascribe denotata to all those

physical terms which designate individuals, properties, relations, struc-

iures, fields, etc., i.e., entities which can iustifiably be said to be described

(i.e., uniquely characterized) on the basis of evidential data by Russel-

iian desciiptions on one or the other level in the hierarchy of logical

types. "To exist" means simply to be the obiect of a true, uniquely de-

scriptive statement. But since such descriptive knowledge (on a sensory

evidential basis) by itself never enables us deductively to infer the

acquaintance qualities of its obiects, there is always a possibility for

some sort of modal identification of a datum with a specifiable descrip-

tum. This is the central contention of the present essay.

D. Some Remarks on the P'hilosophical Relevance of Open Scientific

Questions in Psychophysiology. There are many problems of predomi-

nantly scientific character among the various mind-body puzzles. These

await for their solution the further developments of biology, neuro-

physiology, and especially of psychophysiology.* We have touched on

* The following works and articles strike me as e-spe-cjally im-portant, or.at-least
supsestive. in theie fields: Borins (40); Kdhler (I81' 184); Wiener (149); Hebb
ii?Ei, nerict (154); Adrian (7:4, r\i Brain (46); Eccles (92); Ashby (9); lv{cCul-

io"tr'iZt+.215i: vo'n Foerster (177, lB\; Blum (39); Brillouin (49); Culbertson
180):'Colbv (76i: Gellhom (132); Krech (188, 189). Northrop's (240) exuberant

ina'e"ttoslrsiic appraisal of ihe significanci of cybemetics for the mind-body prob-
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many of these issues in various parts and Passages of the present essay.

Spe*tirg (again for ease of exposition only)- the language,of parallel-

ir*, tt 
"i. 

rri, 
".g., 

the following issues to be decided by further research

concerning the specific 94 corresPondences:

I. The iroblem of thecerebral localization of mental states and func'

tions: Classical and recent experiments indicate quite specific ]oclliza-
tion for many Processes. On the other hand, the findings of lashley'

Kcihler, 
"nd 

lthers demonstrate a principle of mass action or of the

eguipotentiality of various cerebral domains'

2. The probi"* of the relation of phenomenal (visual, tactual' kin'

aesthetic, auditory, etc.) spatialities to physical space: The time-honored

ptrzzle regarding (Lotze's) "local signs" is, as far as I know' not com-

pletely resolved. The question is by what neural mechanisms are we

able to localize narrowly circumscribed events (like sensations of touch

or of pain) more or less correctly on our skin or within our organism?

Can we ,rr.r*. proiection areas in the cortex which through learning

processes come ti interconnect afferent neural impulses in the difierent

,"r,rory modalities, and thus enable us to localizl, e'$r visually what is

first given as a tactual or pain sensation?

l."te problem of the nature of memory traces: current fashion

makes much of the reverberating circuits in neural structures. But it

seems that while this orplanation may do for short-range memory, it is

probably not sufficient for long-range memory' Whether the-lowering

of ,re,rral or synaptic resistancJ is to be explained by "neurobiotaxis"'

by thickeningt oi tt " bud ends of dendrites, or by some chemical

(quantum-dyiamical) change in the neurons,.is at prlsgnt 
Suitl,dubious'

4. The problem of the nspecious present": The fact that the direct

experience of one consciouJ moment embraces the events in a short

stretch of finite duration, and not iust an "infinitesimal" of physical

time, presents a puzzle that is intriguing especially from a philosophical

poi.ri of view. Ii is difficult, but I think not impossible to conceive of

scarrri.rg mechanisms which "take note" of freshly accumulated traces'

a.,d evJn involve an extrapolative aspect as regards the immediate

future.
5. The problem of the recollection of ordered sequences of past ex'

periences: How can a brain process at a given time provide a correct

lem inilicates at Ieast one philosopher's resPonse to the challenge of this new border'

land discipline.
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simultaneous representation of such a sequence? Philosophers are used

to distinguishing a sequence of rememlrances from the remembrance

of a s.qo-en"e of-eventi. It seems that the latter can in certain instances

occur in one moment of the specious present' Thus I seem to be aware

oi ,ir" ,.qo.nce of themes a"i deuelopments in the first movement of

Beethoven's Seventh Symphony, and this awareness does not seem

to require a quick internal iehearsal' It seems to be "all there at once'"

i-rlro'"rn, usually witi fair reliability, recall the temporal sequence of

*-"y ""*u 
in my life (various voyages, lecture engagements' first'

second, third, etc. visits to Paris, and so on)' Is it again some sort of

;'r.rrrning" mechanism which might account for this? Driesch (87) con-

sidered it outright impossible to lonceive any neurophysiological mech-

anism which would explain these phenomena' and believed that only

a dualistic interactionisin (involvini a strictly immateria-l mind or self,

consonant with the rest of his vitalistic doctrines) could render iustice

to them. While I know of no obviously workable neural model that

woulddothetrick,IthinkthatDriesc-h,hereaselsewhere,declared
the defeat of naturalistic explanations prematurely' Present'day scien-

tific findings and scientific theorizing have in so many cases shown the

feasibility Jf physicochemical explanations of biological phenomena' so

thatwehavegoodreasonstoexpectasuccessfulsolutionoftheprob-
lem of remembrance of past event-sequences'

6. The problems of iuality," "fusion"' and "thresholds": I have

dealt with'these as best I'could above (section V E)' but there is no

doubt that future research is needed in order to provide an adequate

explanation for these striking phenomena' - . r r---^t:^-.- 
i.*rn. problems of ,,wholeness" (Gestalt), teleological functioning

ard porposiue behavior: These also were discussed above (section IV

E). Th; contributions of Gestalt theory and its doctrine of isomor-

pfiir* t"r. been largely absorbedjn current.psychoPhYsiologX (cf' espe-

iirity H"tU, 1a5). Slmitarly significant and hopeful are the analyses of

,rrg",iu" feedbaci< pro."rr", as providtd-by cybernetics' Ttie doctrines

oii'G"r"rrl Systems Theory," ihough related in spirit to cybernetics'

Gestalt theory, and mathematical biophysics' are however very dubious

fro* 
" 

logicai point of view (cf' Buclq 57)'IVe have also discussed the

related issue of emergent novelty' If "absolute emergence" (Pap-'-244)

i, 
" 

iro, then perhap"s ,o*" 
'uti' 

account as that given by Meehl and

iarrr, (zzrl *ry be considered seriously. I still expect that future
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scientific research will demonstrate the sufficiency of physicall t:111''

tions. But if I should ie wrong in 
-that' 

a theorv involving genulne

emergence would seem to be a-much more, P-lausible alternative than

dualistic interactionism ili ' tt"o'y would' however' have important

;ilt*ili;;i implications' Inference to mental states would rest on

presupposed nomologrcal relations between physical2 brain events and

mental states which ;ii;" defined only in it'ms of the theoretical

concepts of a physical;;;g;' +]r*t ryt]1 
still be empirical identitv

between the referents ; ",lii" (theoretical) ohvsicalr 1s1rn5 ,nd the

referents of phenomen'i;;;' tot tr'e scientific explanation of behavior

would be markedly dfft;;;lt;; purely-physical2 explanations' Some

of the philosophical ;;;; of the mindSody Ploble-m might,be re-

solved even *"'" P'l;fii; "a"t-tr,'t 
tty.poit'esis' For example' the

question regarding #:;;l;I-'p*t"'*; could be answered' quite

straightforwardly, on'if" it"' of normal inductive or analogical infer'

ence. Directly given ot'i", t"pt*entecl-by.(theoretical) physicall terms

in our scientific "t"1;;;;;;a 
1r"" be functionally related to those

brain process., *t'itf'l'" a""'iUta in physical2 (theoretical) terms' The

principle of soffi"ie"ireason would lhen tell us that to assume any

ieviation from the i.iffi l""nrmed functional relationships between

mental states and physical2 brain states would be iust as arbitrary as'

e.g., the assumption ti;t t;" electric currents are associated with mag'

netic fields of an entirely difierent structure than are others (despite

the complete similariiy oi the electric currents in every other respect)'

As I have indi"at"a blf"'""ii"-"ftaity of the emergentist theory falls

in any case under tt'"lrrtitiit'io.n oj jutyre empirical research'

8. The problem ;;';;*"Physiological account of selfhood: This

important though """t'"""iti 'Ltio"-d""'ibes 
a form of organization

or integratio" of "*it't-i**' "na 
dispositions which on the neural side

corresponds fi*t t"';;'"hti;;iy;t';it.ttructure of the brain and the

other parts "f 
th" ";;;;t''tytttit' 

as well as to certain unified forms of

functioning. T' ;;; ;"ii it" psychoanalvtic concepts of the ego'

superego, and id *'v;:li:;ytg';111. sucir structures and functions

is still very ""tloJ''V"'y 
likely' the psychologicai aotions will appear

only as first crude il#;ffir, or,""it. ai=taitea neurophysiological

facts are better known'

9. The p'oUft*"'' oi neurophysiological theories which will account

for the ,n"o"ti"' ;;;;;;lo*"i by various "depth psychologies"'
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especially psychoanalysis: One of the philosophically -intriguing 
ques'

iio* r,"i" i, whethei we can explicate such psychoanalytic concepts as

';r"prarr"a wishes", "unconsciou's anxiety"' "Oedipus complex"' etc' as

d;;;;;ti""t, or whether unconscious events also need to be assumed'

Even outside the sphere of Freudian preoccupatiol" -th"",'l: 
for in'

stance the often reported cases of "waking up with the solution of a

maihematic"l probiem." One wonders whether the brain did some

"work" during ,t""p, ,t'a ii so, whether "unconscious thoughts" might

not be part of , nrrt-t","t explanation of this sort of phenomenon' I

am inclined to think that both dispositions and events are required' and

that the future development of science may well produce more reliable

neurophysiologi.l .*firnation-s ttran the currently suggested (and sug'

gestivi) brain models (cf. Colby, 76):. .. -_!:^_^ ^^ {^- rioa,,oca
10. Much *or" prodl"matic ihan 'tt 

tt" questions so far discussed in

this section are the i*pii""tio"t of the alieged findings fj nVclicat

research. Having U""r, eiut'ted in the exercisi of the scientific method'

I would in the n"t pf"" insist on further experimental. scrutiny of

irr"* n"airgs. But if ie take seriously the impressive statistical evidence

i" r*o, of ielepathy, clairvoyance, and precognition'- thel there arises

the extremely difficult froblem of how--to account for these facts by

means of a scientifi" tt.oty' I know of no attempt that gives even a

plausible suggestion to' 
'ott' 

a theory' All hypotheses that-have been

irop*"a ,o-i., ,r. so utterly fantasiic as-to be scientifically fruitless

iorit" present. But logical a"alyt"s (e'g' C' D' Broad' 52;M' Scriven'

304) which make explf,it in whlch respects the facts (if they are facts!)

;;il;;i';r;h'are incompatible with some of the guiding prin-

ciples of ("Victorian"i; ,tit"tt "e 
helpful and suggestive' It is difficult

toknowwhether*"st,,,dbeforeascientificrevolutionmoreincisive
than any othe, preuioo, ,"ut*piog' of the frame of science' or whether

the changes whicf, may haue io ie made will only amount to minor

emendations.
ConcludingRemark.Anessentialpartoftheiustificationofthe

philosophical"monism proposed in- this essay depends uPon empirical'

scientific assumptions.'onty th" future development -oj rllchophysi-

"fog'y 
*iff decid'e whether ih"'" 

""o-ptions 
are tenable' Since I am

not a laboratory scientist (though I did iome laboratory work in physics

and chemistry in my early yeais), I cannot responsibly construct psy-

.iopt yriofogical hypothettt' Not did I intend to close the doors to
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alternative philosophical views of the relations of the mental to the

piyri."l. \l/hat I dia tty to show, however' is that monism is

(1) still very plausible on scientific grounds'

iii pf,ii"t"pf,i.rffv a"ft"'ible in tha[-it involves no insurmount'
,-, Iur"-iffii oi 

"piri.rnological 
difficulties and paradoxes.

I realize fully that I could deal only with some of the perplexities which

have vexed ihilosoph"rs or psychoiogists throughout the ages' and espe-

.lrffy i" recent decades. fusi where the philosophical shoe Pinches one'

iust which problems strike o"e as important-that depends' of course'

on a great many more or less accidental personal' educational' or cul-

tural iactors. Despite my valiant efforts to deal with what strike me as

important and baffiingllestions, I may of course not even have touched

on other facets which ,o*" of my readers might co-nsid:t 
':.1h.", 

essential

problems of mind anil body' May others come and deal wrtn tnemt
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